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The Problem. The problem of this study was to determine whether
children held sex role expectations in their vocational aspirations and
perceptions of occupations. In addition, the differences in responses
betweenooys and girls; between preschool, lower elementary. and upper
elementary school children: and between children attending schools in
two neighborhoods--one predominantly lower to lower-middle, the other
middle to upper-middleclass--were calculated and analyzed.
Procedure. A standardized interview procedure was developed for
use by a male and a female interviewer with 120 children who were random-
ly selected from three grade levels from schools representing two socio-
economic levels. Children were asked the questions, "What do you want to
be when you grow up?" and "Have you any other ideas about what you might
like to do?" The number (variety) of specific occupations mentioned as
first and second choices were reported on frequency distributions.
Responses were further analyzed in terms of whether the occupations named
as aspirations by children were sex-typed, using Chi-square (p < .05) to
test for independence of the variables of sex, grade level, and socio-
economic level.
A slide-tape presentation depicting thirty actual occupational
settings without a worker present was developed for use in the interviews •
. Children were asked who could do the work in each of the occupations--a
woman, a man, or both a woman and a man. Chi-square (p <.05) was used
to test for independence of sex, grade level, and socio-economic level as
factors in sex role expectations in perceptions of oeeupatdons ,
Findin,g,s. Results indioated that sex-typing in vocational aspira-
tions was present both in the number (variety) of occupations named as
aspirations by boys and girls and in the way these occupa.tions conformed
to traditiona.lsex roles. Boys named 29 different occupationa to 25 by
girls as aspirations. The number of occupations named by children in-
creased with each higher grade lEn,el. No important differenoes were found
in the number of occupations nominated by children from the two socio-
economic levels. Second-choice aspirations concurred with the above trends,
but of 120, 49 responses were, "I don't know." A significant relationship
( •. 001) was found between sex-typing of first-choice occupational aspira-
tions and the sex of the respondents. No significa.nt differences in sex-
typing of aspirations were found on the variables of grade level and socio-
economic level.
Responses to the slide-tape series were found to be. Si~.nificantly
related to the three variables of sex ( •. 01). grade level (.001), a.nd
socio-economc level (.05) of the respondents. A majority of responses
of "both" indicated that eceupataons were perceived as plaoes where both
a woman and a man could work. However, both boys and girls excluded
WOmen from jobs more than they excluded Dlen from jobs. Girls, more than
boys, perceived women as being able to do the work in the occupations.
Sex-typing in the perceptions decreased as the grade level of the re-
spondents increased. Responses of children from the lower to lower-
middle-class schools revealed more sex-typing than their middle to upper-
middle-class counterparts.•
Conclusions. Children named a. wide diversity of occupational
aspirations. It appears that boys begin naming a greater va.riety of
occupations than girls sometime between preschool and second grade.
Voca.tional aspirations tend to be crystallized into single choices for
many children, which may indicate a lack of aWareness of other vocational
possibilities. While children may perceive both a man and a woman as
workers in an occupation, boys especially tend to choose jobs for them'"
selves that fall Within the usual stereotyPes.
Recommendations. Career information experiences should extend
to young children, parents, and teachers to encourage them to view oeeupa...
tions as places both JDen and women can work. Exposure to many opportuni-
ties and non-traditiona! role models is needed by both boys and girls,
especially those from the lower to lower-midd1e class. InqUiries into
the effects of career education and the vocational development of children
and. adul'ts should not n~lect the aspect of sex role expectations.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Career education and greater awareness of sexism in schools and
society are two recent trends which have influenced the education of
young children. '!be differentialsocia1ization that males and females
receive from birth has been related by many to the inequality of op-
portunities which have existed between the two sexes in education,
emplOYment, and in many other aspects of society. Weitzman asserts that
"the socialization Process shapes the sex roles that men and women come
to accept as self-evident."l
Over the past two decades theorists in occupational psychology
have placed increased emphasis on regarding vocational choice as a
developmental process and as an implementation of a person's self-
concept. 'Ibeorists have related early childhood experiences tovoca-
tional choice. Ginzberg included a fantasy period in his theory in
which he believed children under age eleven were governed by the wish
to be an adult. 2 Roe related parental attitudes and handling of their
children to the children's need satisfactions and to their orientation
to persons later in life. Roe saw these relationships as being very
lLenore J. Weitzman, "Sex Role Socialization," Wo.ena A
Ferd.nist Persp!ctive, edt Jo Freeman (Palo Alto, California. Mayfield,
1975', p. 105.
2Donald Su~r, "A '!beory of Vocational Development, " American
Psychologist, VIII (May, 1953), 186.
2influential on occupational choice.IChildhood experiences play a major
role in the theory of Holland. 2 Super's view can be summarized as follows.
The process of vocational development is essen.tially that
of the developing and implementing a self concept. it is a
oompromise prooess in which the self concept is a product
of the interaction of Inherited apt1tudes. neural and
endocrine make-up, opporlunity to play various roles, and
evaluations of the extent to whioh the results of role
playing Bleet with the approval of superiors and fe·llows.:3
Hoppock points out that between kindergarten and grade 6 many
children announce their vocational intentions. Adults expect that early
choices of children will change. and they usually do. Hoppock asserts.
No one wants to urge or even encourage children to make
decisive vocational choices before such choices must or
should be made, but this does not mean that 0gcupational
choices in early childhood should be ignored.
However. KirchDer and Vondracek assert that.
The view that vocational development encompasses the entire
life span and entails progression through identifiable
stages has been accompanied by scant research on vocational
behavior in the preschool years. 5
In a study which they conducted. they found that aspects of vocational
development followed an Orderly pattern in early childhood. Also, even
lahee Lynn. "Vocational Development and the Eleunta.ry School,'"
velo iCareers in the Elementa School. edt Norman Gyshers (Columbus.
Ohio. Charles m. Merrill. 1973 • p. 44.
2LYnrtt p. 46. :3s uper• p. 189.
4Robert Hoppock, Occupational InfoX'!'llatlon (New York. MOCmw-
Hill, 1967). p. )48.
Snizabeth P. Kirchner and Sarah I. Vondracek, What Do You Want
to :a.. When you Grow UP? Vocational Choices in Children Aged Three to
Six, U.S. Educational Resources Info:naation Center, ERIC Document
mn 076 244, March, 197:3. p. 1.
in the preschool years, significant sex and race differenoes were evident
in vocational behavior. Their findings suggest that a major aspect of
vooational development in early childhood is projection into one's future
role as an adult, specifically an adult identified vocationally. Their
age-related findings suggest an important stage-mastery of the task of
projeotiJ18 oneself as one day achieving adult status--as a precursor to
Havighurst's first step in vocational development, occurring at age five,
which he calls identification with a WOrker.1
Efforts in career education to provide for more vocational flex-
i bility in a world of rapid vocational change, besides ignoring the
importanoe of the presohool years, also have DOt recognized "the serious-
ness of the vocational miseducation of girls. ,,2 Hitahell believes that
attitudes limiting career opportunities, including stereotypes of sex
roles, are rooted deep in early Childhood. 3 As early as the upper
elementary grades, many girls indicate they believe the ocoupational
options open to them are restricted to four. teacher, nurse, secretary,
4
and mother.
Weitzman discusses studies which reveal the differential social-
ization, treatment and expectations that male and female children receive
from JlfJ,J:$nts, teachers, books and the media. Girls are taught to have
lxirchner and Vondraoek. p. 5.
2Edna Mitohell, IIWhat About Career Education for Girls?" Eduoa-
tional Leadershi:e, XXX (December. 1912). 233.
~i tehe11 , p. 233.
4Myra sadker "Are You Guilty of Teaching Sex Bias?" Instruetor.
LXXXII (August, 1972~, 80.
4low aspirations, she believes, because so few opportunities are pOrtrayed
as available to them. A study she conducted analyzing picture books
revealed the girls' oocupa.tiona1 world as consisting primarily of glamour
1
and service. Hartley found men in ohildren"s eyes to be active and
intelligent while women were seen as a rather tired and unintelligent
group. 2 Schlossberg and Goodman conclude that males and females are
viewed differently from birth. often in a way suggesting inferior!ty
for women. 3
The preceding authors assert that girls are taught an expressi.ve,
subndssive, supporting :role While 'boys are taught an instrumental. domin-
ant, achieving role. If this is true, these patterns, which relate olose1y
to self image, are well underway in preschool and elementary school years
and are probably reflected in children's stated aspirations and in per-
ceptions of whether an occupation is open to both sexes.
The tendency to socialize women for expressive rather than instru-
mental competence has been used as an explanation for the fact that women
continue to hold a s:ma.llpercentage of positions in higher professions
and fewer leadership roles. Horner believes another factor is that women
4have a "motive to avoid success." By this she means that they have a
\reitzman. p, Ill. 2weitzman, p, 112.
3Nancy K. Schlossberg and Jane Goodman, itA Woman's Place.
Children's Sex stereotyping of Oecupatdona ;" Vocational Guidance
QuarterlY', XX (1972) t 266-270.
4Ivlatina Horner, "The MotiVEl to Avoid Success and Changing
Aspirations of College Women,'" Readings OD. the Psychology of Women,
ed. Judith Bardrick (New Yorke Harper and Row, 1972l. p. 62.
5
tendency to become anxious about "aohieving" beoause they antioipate or
expect negative consequenoes beoauseof 8ucCeSt:5. Therefore, the ways
ohildren are sooialized, beginning at birth, ha.ve important ramifications
in the development of self concept, aohievement orientation, and aspira-
tiona for the future.
If an individual's stated aspirations and perceptions of occupa-
tiona are viewed aa extensions of his/her value system about the world
of work, then these can be considered a part of an individual' a total
value syatemand, as such, interrelatedwlth aelf oonoept, form:1!'lg a
part of the Phenomenal self described by Snygg and Combs. 1 Thus it
would be expeoted that the oonoepts of self held by an individual would
influence and be influenoed by his/her role perception. Studying sex
role perceptions of children is helpfu1in understanding their views
about self and the world of work.
RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY
Researchers in reoent years have investigated ohildren's knowl-
edge. aspirations, and perceptions of the world of work. The present
studY attempted to alleviate some of the or!ticisms about methodology of
previous research. In add!tion, presohool ohildren were inclUded, making
it possible to compare responses of presohoolers with elementary sohool
children.
Fulton developed a. comprehensive instrument to study young
lDonald S.nygg and Arthur Combs. IndlvidUBll :Behavior (New York I
Harper, 1959), p. 4).
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children's knowledge and attitudes a'boutwork and occupations.1 But her
instrument, like others before it, perpetuated stereotypes because _Ie
figures dominated the drawi:ng.s presented oftha oCcupational settings.
She also neglected to report differences between 'boys and girls in her
analyses. This was especially crucial on the scale which sought to
compare perceptions of the sex of the worker by children of different
ages.
In a recent study, Schlossberg and Goodman used twelve draWi.ngs
to assess sex-typing of occupations by kindergartners and sixth-grade
children.2 The present study used thirty occupational settings, permit-
ti:ng a wider range of perceptions to be studied. A slide-tape format
used lhotographs of actual occupational settings, lending greater realism.
Slides did not shoW' workers present since this could influence children
to sex-type an occupation. The methodology tended. to eliminate and/or
control sex bias in the interview procedure and instrument devaloP1'flent,
which was often not adequately accounted for in previous research studies.
Since much of the earlier research was conducted before the
women's movement and career education programs had their impact on
schools and children, the present study permitted a timely look at
current perceptions and sex role expectations of occupations held by
Y0\1n8 child.ren. Unlike other studies which forced. children to choose
between male and female in their responses, children were given the
l:B&rbara Fulton, "Vocational Development in Ch1ld.ren" (un"
pUblished Doctoral dissertation, University of Missouri, Columbia, 1971).
2Schlossberg a.nd Goodma.n II p. 267.
7The findings of this studyoontribute to the growing body ofre-
search about vocational development and interests ofohild.ren and about
the effects of sex-typing and sex role expectations on vocational behavior.
'!hese are important areas if boys and girls are to be helped to realise
their potentials and if they are to perceive a wide variety of vooational
choices as being open to them.
STATEMEJr.r OF THE P!lOBLIM
'!he problea was to determne whether children held sex role ex-
pectations in their stated vooational aspirations and in perceptions of
occupations. In add!tion, the differenoes in responses between boys and
girls. between preschool, lower eleaent&ry, and upper ele.entary children.
and between children attending sohools in two neighbomoods--one predo....
inantly lower to lower-middle olass, the other middle to upper-middle
olass-were oalculated and analyzed.
Based on the review of :related literature. several questions and
hypotheses were generated for investigation. It was antioipated that as
the ages of the ohildren inoreased, the total nUllber of occupations named
as vooational aspirations would inorease for both boys and for girls. It
was further hypothesized that sex differenoes in sex role expeotations.
both in stated vooational aspirations and in perceptions of oooupations t
would be present at eaoh of the three age levels inoluded in the study.
It was utioipa.ted that boys would na.J:lle. a greater number of ocoupations
as aspirations than girls at eaoh age level. It was also expeoted that
8oocupations named as aspirations by boys and girls would be sex-typed.
Both boys and girls were predicted to new occupations along
traditional stereotypic roles rather than as neutral places where both
females and males could work. It was expected that both boys and .girls
would exclude women from '''en's'' jobs more than they exclude men from
"wollen's" jobs and that this would be more a.pparent in the girls'
responses than in the boys' responses. It was further hypothesized
that responses from children attendiDg soh001s in a lower to lower-
middle olass neighborhood would reveal more sex-typing than the chil-
dren in the middle to upper-middle income neighborhOOd schools.
'l'hree questions were posed to investigate the differences in
number (variety) of oocupations named as aspirations by the SUbjects in
the stu.d.ya
1. Do boys and girls differ in the number (variety) of eeeuja-
tions named as aspirations?
2. Do children at different grade levels diffar in the number
(variety) of occupations named as aspira.tions?
). Do children of different sooio-economic levels differ in the
number (varlety) ofoccupatlons named as aspiratIons?
'lbe follo1dDg six null hypotheses were used to test the predic-
tions about sex role expectations in children's vocational aspira.t1ons
and perceptions of occupations a
1. Sex-typing ofch11dren's vocational aspim.t1ons is independ-
ent of the sex of the respondents.
2. Sex-typing of children's vooational aspirations is independ-
ent of the grade level of the respondents.
9
3. Sex-typing of children t s vocational aspirations is independ-
ent of the socio-economic level of the respondents.
4. Sex role expectations in children t s perceptions of occupations
are independent of the sex of the respondents•
.5. Sex role expectations in children' s perceptions of occupations
are independent of the grade level of the respondents.
6. Sex role expectations in children's perceptions of occupations
are independent of the socio-economic level of the respondents.
ASSUMPTIONS
For the purposes of this study the assUJllpt.1on was made that 'boys
and girls as young as age four have so.. ideas about possible vocational
selections. The assUJIption was also made that current interests as well
as experlen.oes in and out of the home and school might have an effect on
stated aspirations and perceptions of occupations. Finally, it was
assWIled that the children in the sample would be able to express their
aspirations and respond to the slide-tape presentation in a one-to=one
interview situation.
LIMITATIONS
Selection of occupations that were included in the slide-tape
presentation was limited by a.vailability of settings for photographing,
although still pictures were used in several instances and lIID.de into
slides. The choices were also Ibdted to occupations with which preschool
children could make an association. r:tndings of the study lIl&1 only be
applicable to populations siJldlar to the suple represented in the study.
10
DEFINITIONS
The following definitions were used in the study,
1. Career education. IfA sequence of planned educational activi-
ties designed to develop positive student attitudes, values, knowledges,
and skills toward self and the world of work that will contribute to
personal fulfillment in present and future life opporlunities as well as
economic independence. ,,1
2. Career. "Work that can begin to satisfy both individual and
social needs. 1l2
J. Occupation. "Work that is performed as a task with some re-
wa.rds based on the personal Pride of doing a job well witil a sense of
social participation...J
4. Stereotypes are "assumed differences. social conventions or
4
norms, learned behavior, attitudes, and expectations. ff
.5. Role. A cluster of socially or culturally defined eX];lecta.-
tiona that lnd1viduals in a. given situation are expected toruliill• .5
6. Sex role. The learned behaViors or characteristics that
I Stat e of Iowa, Department of Public Instruction, Models for
Career Edu tion.in Iowa--Im lement! Career Education in the School
Cur.riculum Des Moines, Iowa I Department of Public Instruction, 1974 t
W. 10-11.
2Samuel H. Osipow, Theories of Career Development (New YorIu
APpleton-century-crofts, 197Jr, p. 266.
JOsipow, p. 266.
4F1orence Howe, "Sexual Stereotypes Start Early," sat'U:l:\iay Review\\,
LIV (October, 1971), 77.
5Janet Saltll:man Chafetll:, l1a.fiiculine. £:emininG. or Human? (Itasca,
Illinois, F. E. Peacock, 1974), p. J.
11
have been defined by society as either "masculine" or "feminine."l
7.'!'raditional occu.pa.tion or role is what is classified as
"feminine" or "lllasculine" according to the major sex represented in
that occupation. 2
8. Sex-typing. Associ.ating an activity or perception with only
one sex.
9. Aspiration. "The act of seeking to attain something high or
great.")
p. 267.
G.
(Springfield t Massachusetts s
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
INTRODUCTION
Research findings and a summar,y of the related literature Will be
.•J>xies~~nt;ed around the following topios I
1. Theoretical constructs related to psychosexual development"
2. Related research on children's sex roles and sex-typing.
3. Vocational development of young children and effects of sex-
typing on their aspirations and attitudes toward occupations.
4. Efforts to combat sexism.
COlloe:Pt:s in Psychosexual DevelOpment
One of the most stable aspects of socialization is the learning
of sex-appropriate behavior. Acquiring a sex role is a part of a
person' s psychosexual development. McCandless and Evans :refer to psycho-
sexual development as both a product-a set of responses that characterize
a person's social and sexual :relationships with others-and a proeess-
1the w&1in which one acquires psychosexual characteristics. They define
psychosexual development as.
the psychological ways in whioh one adjusts to his (her)2
bio1og10&11y defined sex role and 1eams his (her) sexua1ity
l:eoyd R. McCandless and Ellis D. Evans. Children and Youth.
19Xchosocial Devel(rpmfmt (Hinsdale. I111noieu Dryden Press, 1973j.
p. 229.
2wo:rds In parentheses added by this wrlter.
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in the broadest social sense of the term. "seXtlality." At
maturity, such development can be measured in terms of how
one behaves with reference to his (her) gender.1
Psychologists discuss several important concepts in describing
the process of psychosexual development. Sex-tnias is the acquisition
of behavior assooiated with male or female sex roles, moving through
phases of discrimination, generalization, and performance.2 Sex-typed
behaviors typically elicit different rewards for one sex than for the
other. According to social learning theory, the acquisition and per-
formance of sex-typed behavior can be described using the same learning
principles as other aspects of a person's behavior.)
Sex role identification is the degree to which an individual
regards himself/herself as masculine or feminine, though there is 11tt1e
empirical info:rma.t10n that deals with the mode of establishment of' a
child's sex role id.entity. Kagan speculates that the major determinants
of sex role ident1ty for a young child include perceptions of s1m11a.rity
to parents and the degree to which a child adopts the games and learns
4the skills that are traditionally encou:raged for his/her sex. His
:research using game and toy choices as an index of sex-typed behaVior
J.,,1cCandless and Evans, p. 229.
2w'a.1ter J<1ischel, "A Social Learning View of Sex Differences in
Behavior, It 'lheDevelo;pJ!!'!Dt of Sex Differences, ed. Eleanor Maccoby
(Stan£ord I Stanford Un!versity Press, 1966), P. 57..
\u.schel, p. 56.
4Jerome Kagan, nAcquisition and Significance of Sex-Typing and
Sex Role Ide:l1tity, '" Renel( of Child Develoent Research, Vol. I, eds.
M. L. Hoffma.n and L. W. Hoffman New Yorks Russell Sage Foundation,
1964), pp. 137-168.
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revealed boys ae having an increasing preference with age· for sex'"
appropri8,:te games. For girls,. however, Kagan found that many girls
between ages :3 and 10 showed a strong preference for masculine g.ames
1
and objects.
Contrasting findings were reported by Looft2 and Kirchner and
vondracek:) who found that girls learned earlier than boys that certain
adul,t statuses were not open to the. and naJIed more strictly female
related preferences.
A third concept, sex role standard, swama.rizes the cuItumlly
approved characteristics for males and females. 4 Characteristics that
define male and female have been divided into physical attributes and
overt behaviors. Kagan s'l.'l.ll1llarlzes some of the sex role standards
sanctioned by the cu!ture. Desirable qualities that have been stressed
for girls included being pretty, su.ll, hairless and having an attractive
face, and moderate-sized breasts. Valued characteristics in boys have
included being tall, muscular, with bOdy haire The standard for girls'
behavior was to inhibit verbal and physical aggressionr to enco~e
dependency, passivity, and confondty; and to regard affillative and
nurturant behaviors as appropriate. The behavior standard for boys
~aga.n, p. 140.
2w. R. 100ft, "Sex Differences in the Expression of Vocational
Aspirations by Elementary School Children, tI Developmental Pslcholggy,
V (1971), 366.
~1il!labeth P. Kirohner and Sarah I. Vondracek, What Do You Want
to Be When You G:NIf J1J? U.S., Eduoational Resources Infonmtlo1'1 Center.
ERIC Document ED 076 244, March, 1973.
4Kagan, p. 138.
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included license and encoura.gement to express aggression and to develop
gross motor and mechanical skills.1
One further concept requires clarification. Howe defines sexual
stereotypes as uassumed differences, social conventions or norms, learned
behavior, attitudes and expectations. u2 Sexual stereotypes are not to
be identified with sexual or innate differences·. Howe states, "There
is still no 'hard' scientific evidence of innate sexual differences,
though there are new experiments in process • • • for human beings, at
least social factors and pressures are more important than psychological
ones. ,,3 Sex role stereotypes tend to be global,. semantically vague, and
difficult to examine empirically. 'Ihey are also widely generallzed across
diverse situations and remarkably persistent in the th1nIdng of the
individuals throughout society.
McClimdless and Evans assert that stereotypes clearly affect be-
havior and are related to the concept of expectancy. particularly expect-
ancies held for a person by others. Differential expectancies are held
for child.l:'enby their parents as early as infancy and. thereafter influence
the course of psychosexual development.4
The impact of social stereotypes has received much recent atten-
tion fr'om feminists and proponents of the women' s movement. Studies
\agan, P. 139.
2Florence Howe» "Sexual Stereotypes start Ea:rly." Satu:rday
Review. LIV (October, 1971), 77
~owe, P. 77
4McCa.ndles s and Evans, p. 231.
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confirm that girls have been sopialized for an e~ssive role while boys
have learned an instrumental role. As early as 1964 Kagan discussed the
implications of the fact that the proportion of women in professional
and technical occupations had actually decreased during the last several
decades. He suggested that the increasing nU!llber of working women did
not necessarily reflect a growing tendency for women to assume an instru-
mental role. Rather, it could reflect the nurturant attitude tOl4ard the
family since the motivation to work outside the home may be to increase
the family income.
Tyler discussed the developmental research of the 1950's and
1960's and the persistent questions, ''Why have women's achievements failed
to match those of men? Why are there so few outsta.nding female artists,
scientists, and. statesmen?,,2 She stressed the need for further research
to determine When and how sex roles are learned and the factors which
influence this complex learning process.)
Explana.tions.fo::r: the Process of Psychosexual Identification
Four different theoretical sequences have 'been used to explain
the process of psychosexual identification. Freud's classical psycho'"
analytic is one theoretical model that has affected theorists of develop-
ment and personality.. He saw two processes in identification-first, a
~agan, p.. l4J.l..
2Leona. Tyler, .tlndividual Differences I Sex Differences "t, Inter-
t100 010 is. of the Soc1alSciences, Vol. VII, edt David Sills
New Yorka Macmillan and the Free Press, 1968), p, 208.
YTy1er, p. 212.
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strong dependency and love relation withthe mother and herchlld:ren,
both boys and girls, beginning in infancy. This is the only process
•
or at least the major one for girls. The girl develops her conscience
or super-ego to please her mother as her mother's attention is diverted
from the growing child. Boys are thought to seek to recapt.u:re the
mother and to have sexual fantasies about her. The second factor--
threat--is the cause for the son to make a defensive identification with
his father to avoid castration. Freud postulated a weaker super-ego for
'Women than for men because of the less harsh process whi.ch girls go
1through in identification. This theory has entered into social stereo-
2types about women and is Vigorously rejected by women's groups today.
The Freudian model is perpetuated by some psychiatrists who see
women in a. submissive role. Welsstein quotes psychologist Bruno
'Bettelhei:DlI
We must start with the realization that, as much as women
want to be good scientists or engineers, they want first
and fON!Jost to be womanly companions of men and to be
mothers. J
Weisstein also cited a biased view of women described by psychiatrist
Joseph Rhelngoldl
• • • when women grow up without dread of their biological
functions and without SUbversion by feminist doctrine and
• • • enter upon motherhood with a sense of fulfillment
andaltruistic sentiment, we shall attain the goal of a
good life and a secure world in which to live it.
~cCandless and Evans,. p. 233. ~cCandless and Evans, p, 233.
3Naomi Weisstein, "Women as Nigger"· PsYchology To~, III (1969) p
20.
4
vleisstein, 1'. 20.
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Cognitive development theoryiaa second way of looking at psycho-
sexual development. Cognitive theorists emphasig;e the idea that commonly
heldaocial stereotypes define what is masculine and feminine for almost
al~l members of a culture. Consistent with stage theories of development.
tHis vl.ew holds that "the natural development of a ohild' s body and role
concepts determines the formation of his sex-role attitudes and identifi-
~aitions.,,1 This theory stresses universal experiences and views per-
,$ona,lity as a reflection of age--wl th typica.l motives and world views--
rather than a. reflection of stable, individual personaIity traits.
Lawrence Kohlberg, major proponent of this theory. maintains that the
child first develops the idea of hill8elf as a boyar girl, which ap-
pa,ren.tly happens by age two or three. and then perce!ves those certain
attitudes and behaviors that are categorized by that sex type. Last
of<all, the child begins to adopt those traits associated with that
sex, and the labels become a slgnifica.nt part of a child's self-concept.
'!bis theory draws upon Piaget' a concepts of mental development through
experience.
Montemayor discussed the research findings from his study of
six to eight-year-olds in terms of Kohlberg's theory. He compared
subjects scoring high and low on the IT Scale for Children (ITSC) with
another game measure he devised. Montemayor suggested that a child's
conception of male and female undergoes considerable change with time
Itawrence Kohlberg, "A Cognitive-Developmental Analysis of
Children's Sex-Role Concepts and AttitUdes," '!be Develol?!!nt of Sex
Pitterenees, edt Eleanor Maccoby (Stanforth Stanford University Press,
19ts~', p. 155.
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should not be expected to have the same sex role standard as adults.
cited the need for more research to separate the cognitive and
Ulv·....l.V'a ....1.uJ:.LCLL factors in sex-typing and questioned the sensitivity of
ITSC as an instrument for the measurement of either differences
hA·.t.r.:....... or within sexes.1
A third theory of psychosexual identification--combination
theory-uses interpretations from psychoa.nalytic and cognitive based
McCandless and Evans quote Lynn I
Parental identification is the internalization of personal-
i ty characteristics of a given parent and • • • unconscious
reactions similar to those of the parent ••• (while) sex
role identification refers to the internalization of aspects
of the role considered appropriate to a given sex and to
the unconscious reactions characteristic of that role. 2
Acco:rding to this view.. a child could conceivab1y identify with
a cross-sex parent or not identify at all With a parent, yet identify
with the appropriate sex role. However, all the following conditions
must be cODSidered in the develoPftent of both parental and sex role
identifioation.
1 Parental preference
2 Sex"'role preference
3 Perceived parental sim1larlty
4 Perceived sex-role sim1larlty
.5 Parental behavior a.doption
6 Sex-role adoption.:)
For girls the rationale is that parental and sex role Identlfica-
laaymond Montemayor, Chl1dren'sPer:formance .on and Attraction
to an Activity as a ..Function of Masculine. Feminine. or_N~utral labels
on Sex-Role P:refeX'ence, U.S., Educational Resources Info:rm.ation Center,
11110 Document ED 068 87.5, 1973.
~cCandless and lWa.ns, p. 2;4. ~cCandless and Evans, p. 2)4.
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are lessons to be learned, while for boys. they are problems to be
Implications about personality have been drawn....-eonclusions
girls and women would be inferior in problem-solving skills and
"VLU.U. have weaker super-egos. The oonverse would be viewed forooys and
who, while solving their problem of identifying with males also learn
instrumental masculine social role and would at the same time beoome
.·i~l)Jpe:r1clr to girls and women in problem-solving and conscienoe development.
;m4,.se contentions have not been substantiated through research.
A final theory of psychosexual development is a social learning
itl'lIf!lOJ':y based on the principles of mOdeling and reinforcement. According
Jandt, "Social learning theorists believe that children acquire appro-
J:l4.L.Q •.a sex-role behaviors through the active teaching by parents, peers,
teachers and through imitating the behaviors of these influential
1persons." Rewards and punishments are a.d1dn1stered for approPriate and
inappropriate behavior, according to culturally approved standards. Both
SUbtle and overt processes occur in teaching this socialisation process.
The social learning view of sex-tYPing has been supported by many
research findings. Studies by Etaugh, Collins and Gerson, 2 Gold and
st. Ange,:3 Kagan,4 and aany others lend support to the belief that
lFred E. Jandt, 'nle Process of Interrsonal COmmunication
(san Francisco J Canfield Press, 1976 , p. 105.
2Claire Etaugh, Gene Collins, and Arlene Gerson, "Reinforcement
of Sex-Typed Behaviors of Two-Year-Old Children In a Nursery School
Setting," Develop!ental Psychology, XI (1975), 25.5.
:3Alice R. Gold and Carol St. Ange, ":Development of Sex Role
Stereotypes in Black and Vb!te Elementary School Girls," Develop!enta..!
Psychology, X (1974), 461.
4Jerome Kagan. "The Child's. Sex Role Classification of School
Objects," Child :Development. XXXV (1964), 1051-10.56.
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children's adopti.on of sex-typed choices of objects, games., and toys
seem to be based on the social learning theory.. Howe concludes.
Children learn sexual stereotypes at an early age, and by
the time they get to fifth grade, it JlaY be terribly dif-
ficult, perhaps hardly possible by traditional means, to
change their attitUd.es about sex roles--whether they are
male or female. 1
Regardless of the process occurring in a child'S identity develop-
me.nt, a child does identify with some IlOdel or role. Seven generaliza-
tions in the form of tentative conclusions emerged from the research on
identifioation and sex-typing. McCandless and Evans summarize conclu-
sions in approXimately the order of the firmness of the findings.
1) Both an awareness and a manifestation of "sex-
appropriate" behavior are apparent among children
as early as age 3. and most certainly by nearly all
children by age 5. In fact some authorities have
suggested that the first two years of life :represent
a "critical period" in sex-typing.
2) Boys are more clearly affected by father absence.
the earlier in a boy's life his father leaves the
home, the more likely will the boy's development be
affected adversely. Girls with fathers present are
more evenly balanced cognitively. On the whole,
for both sexes, but more clearly for boys. social
adjustment is better when fathers are in the home.
3) Children and young people with appropriate sex-role
typing and identification seem on the Whole to have
better self concepts than those with less appropriate
sex-typing.
4) Parental warmth and power are both important in
detend:n1ng parental identification. It seems ideal
for children's psyohosexual development for the
parent of the same sex to possess qualities of both
wanth and power, although the evidence is clearer
for boys than for girls. Boys identify maximally
(and here the evidence is olear) With fathers who
l.aowe, p. 80.
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are loving toward them and who are also powerful
in the sense that they exert leadership roles in
their marriage and family situations•
.5) Girls whose mothers identify with them (who are
informed about their daughters f interests) identify
more closely with their mothers than girls whose
mothers are unaware of their interests.
6) No really solid evidenoe has accumulated to indicate
that there are general traits of aggressiveness or
dependency. Boys. girls, young men, and young women
are :more reluctant to aggresa toward females than
toward males, when the aggression takes the form
of administering electric shock.
7) Appropriate sex-role behaviors are m0Z] consistent
than inappropriate sex-role behaviors.
Weitzman provides a summary of how the socialization of sex
roles progress during the Preschool years. First, simple behavioral
reinforcement occurs. beginning at birth. Later the child learns the
following I
1) to distipguish between men and women and between
boys and girls, and to know what kinds of behavior
are characteristic of each;
2) to express appropriate sex-role p;r;eferencBs for
himself or herself;
3) and to behave in accordance with sex-role standards. 2
RELATED RESEARCH ON CHILDREN'S SEX ROLES AND SEX-TYPIIG
MeasurfngSex-T.y,pipg and Sex Role Preferences
Various experimental techniques for finding out what young
\'cCandless and Evans, PP. 2)8-240.
2Lenore J. Weitzman, "Sex Role Socialization," Women.
FeMinist Pers~ctive. ad. Jo Freeman (Palo Alto, California I
Publishing co, , 1975), p. 109.
A
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children oonsider the proper sex roles to be and how they relate them-
selves to them have been devised. These techJ1.iques include standardized
doll-play situationa, the telling of stories about pictures, the choice
of toys or activities about pictures, and the choice of toys or activi-
ties for a hypothetical boy or girl.
Brown, who defined sex role preference as "behavior associated
with one sex or the other that the individual would like to adopt or
1that he perceives as the preferred or more desirable behavior." developed
an instrument called the IT Scale for Children in 1956 which has been
widely used since then as a measure of sex role preference. The scale
consists of thirty-six picture cards depicting various objects, figures,
and activities oommonly associated with masculine or feminine roles" A
ohild-figure drawing, referred to as "It, II unstructured as to sex. is
used by having each child make choices for ·'It. It The score range of the
ITSC is from zero, an exclusively feminine score. to eighty-four. an
exclusively masculine score. Brown defended the operational validity
of the scale primarily on the assumption that what is socially regarded
as, and actually associated with, masculine or feminine behavior is an
adequate basis for determining sex role patterns. A test-retest relia-
billty for boys was .71, and for girls, .84. However. Bro'Wn himself
questioned how much the ITSC taps role preference as much as it does
role identifleation. 2
In his original studY using the ITSC. Brown tested 78 male and
lDaniel G. Brown, "Sex-Role Preference in Yo~ Children,"
PQychological MonograPhs, LXX (14, Whole No. 421, 1956), J.
2Brown, p. 8.
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68 female middle-class kindexgarten children. His findings showed large
and significant differences between boys and girls. A number of children
in both groups showed a mixed preference pattern. :Bo;ysshowed a signifi-
cantly greater preference for the masculine role than girls did f·or the
feminine role. Brown felt the results were evidence for the assumption
of greater prestige and value in the male compared to the female role in
;young children. l
Hartop andZook extended Brownt s work with the ITSC by using it
with three and four-year-olds with three different sets of verbal 1.]1'"
structions beingellployed. '!bey found four-year-old girls scored more
feminine than three-year-old girls, four-year-old 'boys more masculine
than three-year-old boys at a borderline level of significance J girls
responded more with feminine scores when "It It was called a girl. and
boys responded w1th more l'I8.sculine scores when the figure was called
by the subject's own name than when the figure was called "It." Their
findings imply that the acquisition of sex role preferences by the male
1s a less complicated developmental process than for the female. The
findings also suggest that the ITSC is highly sensitive to variation
in the instructions given to the subjects. 2
'!be major criticism leveled against the instrument 1s that "It..
actually looks like a boy, rather than a neuter figure.. Therefore many
children make choices for boys rather than projecting their own choices
l:arow•. p. 18.
2W• W. Hartop and E. A. Zook. nsex Role Preference 1n Three-
and Four-Year Old Children," Journal of Consulting Psychology, XXIV
(1960), 420-426.
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onto "I't." 1bere is considerable evidence to support such a crtticism. 1
Lansky and McKay eliDdnated the possible masculine stimulus effect of
flIt" by testing kind.ergarten children with the figure concealed in an
envelope. Th.ey found that boys were more variable than girls in this
situa'tion. '!hey also point out the need to devise new measures of sex
role identification and preferences because the bipolar assuraption
between masculinity and femininity is untenable. 2
Montemayor, who discussed Kohlberg's cognitive theory, dispu.ted
the conclusion frequently cited by empirical evidence based on the rrsc
that boys have a. st.ronger preference for the male role than girls do for
the female role. He gave the 118C to 263 six to eight-Tear-old. children
and chose the tcl>p and bottom thirty sUbjeots of each sex for the study to
playa game called "Mr. Munchy.·t He concluded that a mismatch of pref-
erence. as indioated on the 11'00. does not necesaari!.y imply a lower
mativation to act consistent with the accepted standard but rather couId
mean that the child has not learned the standard or has learned it in a
different form. 3
The I'l'SC was also used by Hall and Keith in their study of the
relationship between sex role Piiotterns In ohildhood and the social
status of the funly to which theT belong. SUbjects were 88 children.
aged 8 to 10. Boys of the lower sooio""&conomc class demonstrated more
~a.rtop and Zook. pp. 420-426.
2t • M. Lansky and C. McKay. "sex Role Preferenoe of K1nde~n
Boys and Otrlsl Some Oontradictory Results," Ps:rcnolggical Re;ppX'ts,
XIII (1963), 421.
3:Montemayor. p. 14.
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clearly usc\lline sex role preference than boys of the upper class. A
siailar trend for girls and femininity scores was found, but thedif-
ference was not as significant. Boys of both classes revealed more
distinctly masculine sex role preference than girls evidenced felti:nine
sex role preference.1
Tholtpson and McCandless furtherstUd1ed the effects of 1nstroo-
tiona used with the ITSC aJId. added to the normative data for the scale
for lower-class :Negro and Wh1te children. TheIr sample nuabered seventy-
two lower-class prekindergarten children. '!hey found race to be an
important varia.ble in the responses to the test-ll8.ny Wh1te girls responded
to masculine cues in the "It" figure. however. this was not true among
Negro girls. Lower-class Negro boys showed greater preference for the
feld.:niae role. Thompson and McCandless concluded.
The relationship of the ITSC Scores and the teacher ratings
of the children's behavior supported the hypothesis that
the development of aex role preference precedes the develop-
1Il.ent of sex role adoption, suggesting that the rate of
development may be faster among White boys.2
A study to assess the timing and sequence of sex role develop-
ment and to investigate the relationships among the three aspects of
such development was done by Ward. Measu:t"&s of preference, adoption,
and identification were used with the 16 boys and 16 girls in the study
~arjorle Hall and Robert A. Keith, "Sex Role heference Among
Children of Upper and wW'er Social Olass," Jou:rnal of Sooi8.1 Ps;rchol9Q:.
LXII (1964), 101...110.
2Norman L. Thollpson and Boyd R. Mocandless. <tIT Score VariatloM
'bY IMtructional Style," Obildl2!velop!!nt. XLI (1910) t 425.
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who were enrolled in kindergarten through grade two. The ITSC was used
as the measure of sex role preference. Results tentatively sug.gest that
sex role preference is established for both sexes by the age of five, sex
role identification occurs earlier for girls than for boys, role pref-
erence precedes role adoption for both sexes, role adoption and role
identification oocur together among girls but in sequenoe among boys,
1and that the three 1I8a8ureS of sex role development were independent.
'I'his writer would like to point out that the small S8Jl'Iple siEe of thirty-
two should be taken into aocount when considering the oonolusions sug-
gested by Ward.
Biller used a modified rTSC to measure sex role orientation of .
thirty-four kindergarten boys, matched by pair on the variable of father-
absent and father-present. All mothers of kindergarten boys in this
school were sent questionnaires to assess father availability and matema.l
encouragement of masculine behavior. Ii. gue preference task was also
used nth the boys. Biller concluded I
Compared to father-absent boys, father-present boys were
foUDd to be much lllore Jl.8.SCullne in projective sex-role
identification and slightly more masculine in game prefer-
enee but were not sigDifieantly different in te:rms of a
rating scale llleasure of overt ma.seulin1ty. For father-
absent boys, but not for father-present boys, degree of
maternal enoouragement of masculine behavior was related
to maseuliDity of.go~ prefereDCe and the ratitlg seale
of overt maseulin1ty.
!william D. Ward, 18Process of Sex-Role Leaming," Develop!!!ntlU
PaYCholggr, I (1969), 163-168.
~enry B. Bl11er, "Father Absence, Maternal Encouragement,. and
Sex Role Developsaent in Kindergarten-Aged Boys," Child .Develo1!!lent, XL
(1969) • .539.
Thus far, the 1TSO a.s a teclm1que for measuring sex role pref-
erenoe has been discussed as well as criticisms and limtations of its
usefulness. Several other techniques have also been used to assess sex
role interests.
Sisson studied forty-nve children enrolled in Head Start using a.
self-developed instrument, "The Play Preference Kit," to measure sex role
preference behavior and social competence. A tangible miniature pre-
school featured four "boys' areas" and four "girls' areas, II and children
were measured e.s to a degree of sex role orientation (Who plays here?),
sex role preference (Where do you want to play?), and sex role adoption
(observed in a free play situatlon with the Play Preference K1t) • The
percentage of time spent In sa.:me- and oppeslte-sex play areas was
calculated, and this percentage waa used to dellnea.te the four groups
of children. The toWsoclal competence scores of the children In the
group with 3:3-49 percent of oppesite sex play behavior were statistically
significantly higher than the other three g1'Oups. These children were
characterized. as flenble with a good sense of their own ge1'1der Identity,
which cUd not interfere Witil their utilization of act!vities and behaviors
stereotyped as typical of the appesite sex when it was a.pPropriate. Chil-
dren who showed. no Interest In opposite sex activities were less fleXible
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and tended to exhibit only sex-typed social competencies.1
Recall, knowled8e, and preference for masculine and feminine
i terns were tested in 240 American five and eight-year-oldboys and girls
by Nade1man, who had earlier studied English five-year-olds. Using a
recall test, children recalled, knew, and preferred same-sex items more
than opposite-sex items. Girls' scores were less rigidly stereotyped
than boys'. Older children showed greater stereotyping in preference
tests than yOUllger children (confirming ITSC findings). Sex differences
scores were greater in the working than in the middle class. In kinder-
garten. the middle-class children scored higher in knowledge of masculine
than feminine i te:ms, and this finding was reversed in the working-class
children. In comparison, American five-year-olds were less stereotyped
than their Imglish counterparts.2
StUdies which investigated sex role preferences or attitudes in
relation to children's vocational aspirations and perceptions of oc-
cupations 1fll1 be discussed later In this chapter.
PaJ:ents' Influence on Sex Role Identity;
'!be way parents treat children may be the most important factor
of all in the creation of sex role stereotypes. "When comparing the
treatment of girls to boys, a critical difference emerges r girls are
treated more protectively and are subjected to more restrictions and
lLee Hansen Sisson, nSex Role Interests and Social Competence
in. Y.OW'lf$.·. Childre.n,." Dissertation Abstrac International, XXXIV (1974).
"W06 A ~Un1versit1 of California-Los Ange es •
2Lorraine Nadelman, Sex Identity in AJIlerica.n Children. I MeJiO:tY,
KnowleQge. and Preference rests. U.S •• Educational ResoU3."ees Informa-
tion Oeuter, ERIC DoCU1Dent ED 084 029, June, 1973.
controls; boys receive greater achievement demands and higher· expecta-
tions," according to Frazier and Sadker. l
Parents sUbtly and pe:rsisten.tly shape the behavior and feelings
of their offspring. The parents' attitUdes about the sex of their child
are evident before the baby is born, even before conceptaon, It is most
often hoped that the first child will baa boy. When fetuses are active,
kicking, and moving f mothers are more likely to interpret this as a sign
the baby will be a boy. Reporting of the sex is the most dominant informa-
tion given at birth. All birth announcements provide the sex of the child,
and a new parent exolaims, "1 have a girl (boy)," not "It's a healthy
baby•••2
Children learn about sex roles early in their lives through rela-
t!vely simple patterns that most people take for granted. Howe writes.
We throw 'boy-babies up i.n the air and coo over girl-babies
and handle them delicately. We choose sex-related colors
and toys for our children from their earliest days. Ve
encourage the energy and physical activity of our sons,
just as we eX])El!ct girls to be qUieter and more docile.
We love both our sons and daughters with equal fervor, we
prote.st, and yet we are disappoinwd When there is no male
ohild to carry on the family name. J
A 1971 study by Ban and Lewis ooncluded that types of parent
attachment behavior directed toward infants varies as a. function of the
infants' sex. They studied infants in their first twelve weeks after
birth in their homes, observing parent and infant behavior. They
~ancy Frazier and Myra Sadker, Sexism in Sohools and Society
(New Yorks Harper and Row, 1973). p. 84.
2y.,iohael Lewis. "Parents and Children I Sex Role Development; ,.
School Review. LXXX (February,. 1972). 231.
~owe, p. 76.
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classified behavior as proximal (touchi.Dg, holding, rocking, behavior
involving physical contact) or distal (looking at, smiling, vocalizing,
behaviors that can be performed at distance). From the earliest age
and continuing through the first two years of life, mothers looked at
and talked to their girl infants more than their boy infants. The
proximal mode was more complex. For the first few months boys received
more touching, holding, etc., than girls. However, by age six months
this trend had reversed. By six months and for the next year or two.
girls received more proximal and distal behavior than boys. I
A second study by Lewis had further implications. He observed
the free play activities in year-old children and in their mothers. Find-
ings revealed that mothers encouraged boys to move away from the proximal
mode at an earlier age than girls. He suggested that there may be a
relationship between these early experiences and later adult behavior.
He viewed proximal behavior and feeling as a positive valence (Without
documenting this premise, however) but pointed out that the compaUtive
society does not view them as such and has prevented men from having
these qualities. He cited the need for more research on differences
between treatment of boys and girls, 2
A child's sex role learning occurs through di.rect instructionJ
obse:rvatiol1, insight, and problem-solving: and imitation through iden-
tification. From a very early age, itdtat10n is important 1n the rewards:
a. child receives. McCandless and Evans write I
Other things being equal, imtation or modeling is grea:test
for models 1) who are like youa 2) who possess characteristics
2Lewis, p .. 233.
you desire J 3) who have rewarded you in the Past; 4) who
axe accessible and thus provide opponunity for personal
association I and 5) who are powerful. l
Formst children, parents possess much power. They are physi-
cally big t control many resources that children want, usually demonstrate
expertise in various important a.spects of life, and are sources of needed
affection and recognition. Because of these factors, parents are
generally powerful models for their children. In additioD, older
siblings, peers, and other adults all have characteristics Which chil-
dren and. youth model as they develop and mature. 2
Parental expectations and attitudes are internalized by their
children. Sex role stereotypes are included in these expectations.
Mitchell reported a study by Mannes shoWing that mothers in the United
States believed their sons should develop independence, a sense of
:responsibility, and some vocational role. When working-class and
middle-class mothers of preschool children were asked to teach their
child a. new task, mothers of both classes were more achievement-oriented
toward their sons than toward their daughters and adopted a much more
businesslike posture toward their sons. Parents in general tend to have
higher aohievement expectations for their sons. 3 Mitchell went on to
Femininity and being female are socially devalued by both
sexes. Sexual stereotypes are perpetuated by women,
mothers and teachers. as well as by men. Women have been
~cCand1ess and Evans t p. 2)8. 2MCCandless and Evans, p. 2)8$
JEdna M!tehell, "The Learning of Sex Roles Through Toys and Books g
A WOl'l'l8J'l'S View, fI YO;t.H1« Cbild.ren, XXVIII (1973). 227.
found to he even more condemning than men of women who
break out oftraditional roles.1
Results of an experiment at a college in Maryland reported by
Howe showed tha.t boys and. girls agreed that "1) boys were not smarter
than girls nor girls smarter than boys but 2) daddies were indeed smarter
2than mommies:" Mitchell believes that girls are torn by their ambiva-
lence about their identification with the female sex role. Girls identify
with their mothers but also absorb their mothers' ambivalence about woman-
hood. :3 Mitaheil goes on to dramatize the fact that models in Iitarature
present assertiveness and independence as desirable characteristios only
for boys. The most frequent model for girls in books is that of passive
acceptance of supposedly feminine characteristics of gentleness, resigna-
tion, and domestic accompliShment.4
Parents need to be aware of the messages conveyed in the books
for preschoolers. In many books, little girls are often depicted as
being on the ground as 'boys climb trees, as bringing tools to boys who
do the work, and as cleaning up messes and keeping things tidy. In
ele111entar,r SChool readers and textbooks, a sister 1s usually younger
than a brother. and girls are fetching or carrying things while boys
are making things. 5
In view of their tremendous 1mpaot on the sex role expectations
of children, parents need to sharpen their awareness of the various
~itchell, p. 221.
3.Mitchell, p. 228
~taheIl, p. 230.
~owe, p. 9:3 ..
4Mitohell, p. 229.
subtle mechanisms restricting the healthY' development of boys and girls
in a world. ot equality. The earliest treatment ot the child, the first
toys,the deliberate or careless selection of picture and story books
have an imm.easurable impact on the psychological growth of boys and
girls. A f'urther ra.m1fication is that parents are increasingly un-
certainNbat sex-related values they should be conveying to their chil-
dren. Parents, too, need help in examining and clarifying their own sex
role expectations and stereotypes. Weitzman concludes I
In the past, social theorists have assumed that strongly
differentiated sex-roles would facilitate a child's
identification with the parent of the same sex. For
example. Taloott Parsons has cOl!llmented that "if the bOy
is to identify with his father there must be discrimina-
tion in role terms between the parents." More recently.
however, .Phillip Slater has argued that adult role models
Who exhibit stereotyped sex-role differentiation may
impede. rather than factlitate, the child's sex-role
identification.. Children find it easier to identify
with less differentiated and less stereotyped Parental
role models. It is easier for them to internalize
parental values when nurturance (the typically feminine
role) and disoipline fthe typically masouline role) come
from the same person.
Impact of TeacheX'S andScbools on Sex Role stereotyping
Even though children inte:rnaltze stereotypes about sex roles
long before they enter sohool, educators have great opporlunity to
affect the sex role ccncepta of children. Bernstein believes that
sohools must assume leadership in ohanging the sex role stereotypes
lLenore Weitzl'llal1, "Sex-Role Sooialization in Picture ]jooks for
Pre-School Children," American Journal of Sociology. LXXVII (May, 1972).
1146-1147.
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handed down by sooiety.1 Zach and P.r:1cewrite I
It is difficult to imagine that we can meet the educa.tional
needs of all children-a goal repeatedly stated--if these
needs are, in part, determined in advance by the sex of the
pupil, and by artifactual expectations of his teacher. 2
Three areas of sex role stereotyping i.nthe public schools were
investigated by Sa.a.rio ,Jacklin, and Tittle. Their research doouments
the extent and kind of sex role stereotyping in the kindergarten to
third. grade textbooks of four m.a.jor publishers. The section on eduea-
tiona! testing :raises the issue of sex bias in item content and language
usage and shows the presence of sex role stereotyping in test batteries
from major test publishing companies. The curriculum section discusses
the presence and ramifications of different ourriculum patterns for
males and females. 3
Sadker and Sa.dker believe that school experiences ohannel chi1-
dran into sexual stereotypes in a variety of subtle ways. Teachers
4transfer their expectations in many nonverbal ways to their students.
Many educational researchers are also examining the 1aJ3gt1age of the
clusroom to dete1'mine the nature of verbal interaction. S O'Donnell
1Jean Bernstein, "The Elementary School. Training Ground for
Sex Role Stereotypes, It Personnela.nd Guidance Jou:rnal. L1 (1972), 97.
211111an Zach and Michelle Price. The Teacher's Part in Sex
Role Reinforcement, U.S., Educational Resources Information Center,
ERIC Document ED 070 513. 1973, p. 10.
3Terry N. Saario, Carol Nagy Jacklin, and Carol Kehr Tittle,
"Sex Role Stereotyping in the Public Schools," Harvard Educational
Rfilrtew, XLIII (August, 1973), 386-416.
4Mym Sadker and David Sadker. "Sexism in SChools. An Issue
for the 70's, If Education Digest, XXXIX (April, 1974), 58.
5Sa.dker and Sadker, p. 59.
Wrltes a.bout sex1.slll 1.11 la.ngu.age itself. both written and spoken, "Whether
language shaIles our oulture or oulture shapes our language, women have
been oategorized and. stereotyped., and our language helps perpetuate this
d1vision. between the sexes. til
Most of the researoh onstereotypj.ng of sex roles and expectations
of teachers has been done with elementary and secondar,y teachers. With
increasing numbers of children enrolled in preschools and day-care centers.
the influence of preschool teachers deserves attention. McCandless and
Evans report research conducted on sex role behavior in two nursery
schools. They found. that sex differences in play behavior exist among
three-yea.r-old children. Boys preferred block-building and tra.n8porta.-
tien toys while more girls preferred pa.intingand artwork. Overwhelm-
ingly, children engaged in the preferred activities for their sex..
Girls, for example, spent less than 8 percent of their time in I1boyish"
activities, boys 13.5 percent of their time in "girlish·' activities.
When a tally was made of how often four women teachers rewarded children
for sex-preferred activities, teachers were found to be rewarding both
hoys and girls for doing things to be feminine 1n nature.. Feminine-
prefe:r.red behaviors constituted 83 percent of the sex-preferred behaviors
that received positive teacher reinforcement (comment favorably, initiate.
or join behavior) .. 2 McCandless and Evans discussed further implica-
tiona.
~ollY Smith O· Donnell, ItSexism in Language," Element,an EJ¥;lish,
L (Ootober, 1973) ,. 1067.
~cCand1ess and Evans, p. 236.
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In this study, we see. the active role played by the peer
group in JIla.intaining "appropriate sex-role beha.v1.or," to
the degree that, for the boys, the peer group overrode
the influence of the teachers. • • •
Girls apparently learn feminine stereotypic "sex
appropriate" behavior principilly through rewards,
probably from fathers more than mothers, and certainly
from girl peers , teachers t and. at least by adolescence.
from male peers. The evidence is plentiful that girls
do not identify with their gender role as early and
perhaps not as fil'Bl1yas boys. Asm1ght be expected
(and some evidence supports the expectation), they .9.2.
identify with their sex-role more congruently than boys,
perhaps because their learning occurs more through
reward and less through punishment. I
A survey of twenty-four prekindergarten teachers wa.s reported by
Chasen, who foUnd that teachers seem to resist the implications of stereo-
typing and that stereotyping did exist in teachers' expectations as well
as attitudes. One of the most striking findings was that teachers felt
that in the classroom there was equality between girls and boys. But
this equal!ty seems to be largely a myth because sex role stereotyping
appeared in almost all areas in the classroom. 2
Lee and Kedar analyzed the interaction between sex: role and
"pupil role" in the early childhood setting. They postulated that
teachers and schools have a demonstrated investment in soc1a.1izing
children to a passive. docile. and dependent role. beginning at the
preschool level. They cited studies which indicate this "pupil role"
corresponds closely to the traditional female sex: role and 1s incon-
gruent with the standard male sex role. '!bus. boys may experience
~cCandless and Evans. pp. 2:36-237.
~rbara Chasen, ItSex-Role stereotyping and Prekindergarten
Teachers," Elell1enta.;y Sehool Journal. LXXIV (January. 1914) p 233.
conflict and stress in soh001 while girls acooJml1odate to the passive
style associated with pupil role. l
Studies of teacher behavior and expecta.tions demonstrate that
sex role stereotyping is a common occurrence in elellentaryclassrooe,
actively reinforcing the sex role stereotypes learned in the home
environment. Mulawka, in his study of twenty-eight kindergarten through
grade three classrooms, had statistically significant find.1ngs--when
positively reinforoing children t s behavior. teachers did not differen-
tiate between the sexes. When negatively reinf'orciDg children's behavior t
teachers used more negativa reinforcement patterns with boys than wi.th
girls. the teachers did not respond either positively or negatively to
cry1.ng behavior. teachers didn t t differentia·te between sexes when
assigning work or play activities. and teachers did delegate far more
masculine-stereotyped chores to boys than feminine-stereotyped roles to
girls When assigning housekeeping tasks. 2
Letvitin and Chananie asked forty female teachers to respond to
descriptions of hypothet1cal male or fewa students.. Their results
support the view that teachers promulgate traditional sex-typed behaviors
--expecting. encouraging, and rewarding assert!veness in little 'boys and
dependency 1n little girls. Teachers also liked achieving girls better
lPatrlck C. Lee and Gita Kedar, Sex Role and PuRil Role in Early
Childhood, U.S., Eciucational Resources Information Center, ERIC Document
ED 100 491, 1974"
2mdward 30lm Mulawka.. "Sex Role Typing in the Elementary Class-
room as Reinforcement· of Sex Role Stereotypes Learned at Home." D1sse:r:1;a'"
ti()ft Abstraots InteX'!!!tional. XXXIII (1973). 6472 A (Wayne State
Un!versity) •
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than achieving boys.l
Kagan's study with 240 second andthlrd-grade-children used a
disguised concept transfer to get male-female responses. He taught
children nonsense labels to represent a construct. He found that ele-
mentary school children, both boys and girls, labeled school objects
such as blackboard, book, Page of arithmetic, and school desk as
feminine rather than neuter or'JIl&Sculine. The findings suggest that
superior academic performance of girls 1n the Primary grades may be
facili ta.ted by the girls' view of school as congruent with their sex
role, whereas boys were Jilore ambivalent. 2
As boys and girls progress through school, their opinions of
boys become higher and correspondingly, their opinions of girls become
lower. Grade school boys are convinced it was great to have been bom
a male while elementary school girls are less enthusiastic about being
feaale. 3 The separation of boys and girls for seating, hanging up
coats, the choice of class helpers, and for certain classes calls
attention to sex distinctions and sex roles.
The effects of differential treatment by teachers has been
discussed in tems of both boYS and girls. School is so much a woman's
world that it can be hard on some elementary school boys and may seem
lTeresa Letvltin and J. D. Chananie, "Responses of Female
Primary Sohool Teachers to Sex-Typed Behaviors in Male and Female
Children, tl Child Develop!ent, XLIII (December, 1972). 1315.
2Jerome Kagan, "The child's Sex Role Classification of School
Objeots,l1 Child Dexlloppnt, XXXV (1964), 1051-1056.
~. SadkerC "Are tou Guilty of Teaching Sex Bias?" Instructor,LXXXII (August, 1912), 80.
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to have J.i ttJ.e relevance to them. Bernstein points out that boys are
J.bdted by the lack of adult male role models at school-they don't see
, I
men p....aying the role of' loving, nurturing teacher of young children.
Stone and Church write.
The accomplishment-oriented role expectations for boys,
plus the conflicts in expecta.tions, plus the lack of
adequate mOdels, My account for the fact that boys are
consistently more prone than girls to minor and maj.or
emotional, scholastic, and behavioral problems (although
mortality statistics suggest that boys may be biologi-
cally more vulnerable than gir1s).2
Studies have demonstrated that boys JRake up the majority of
teachers t behavioral problems and that teachers tend to discipline boys
more harshly than girls.. A boy may learn that he can get attention and
respect from his teachers and peers for nonconforming behavior. Thus,
teacher criticisll, a seemingly negative response, My actually lead
boys toward greater independence, autonomy, and activity.3 For example,
boys, more fidgety in the early grades, tend to have more trouble in
controlling this behavior, don't get the rewards girls do for this
control, yet later may be freer in their approach to learning.
Schools give girls contradictory messages.. Girls are encouraged
to be good students. to learn, to perform, to achieve.. Yet these same
girls are crtti.cized if they are too competltive or take too much pride
1Bernstein, p. 98.
2Joseph L. Stone and Joseph Church, Childhood and Adolescence,
A Psychology of the Growing Person (New York. Randall House, 1968),
p. 390.
3Betty LeVYt "Do Teachers Sell Girls Short?" "TodaY;'s Education,
LXI (December, 1972), 27-29.
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in their academic accomplishments. l Another example of differential
treatment 1s that teachers tend to grade girls higher even though 'boys
may do as well on achievement tests. 2 However, many people have been
unaware of the subtle negative effects schools have had. on girls. They
fail to realize that girls are being doubly trained--at home and at
school--to be docile , dependen.t, and conforming. 3
Many IIaterials and books for children also reinforce traditional
sex role stereotypes. Mulawka fOUDd teachers' displays of pictorial and
wr1 tten materials showed significantly more references to males than
females in both w88e occupations and leadership roles. '!bese findings
4
were also found in the pictorial contents of textbooks he examined.
Books winning Caldecott Awards and three other groups of chil-
dren's books were the focus of a stUdY by Weitzman. Her findings
suggest that the girls and wOllen depicted in these books are a dull
and stereotyped lot. Little girls received attention and praise for
their attractiveness, while boys were admired for their achievements
and cleverness. Most wt>llen. in the picture books had status by virtue
of their relationships to specific men-they are the wives of the kings,
jUdges, adventurers, and explorers t but they themeelvas are not found in
these roles.
There were no worki.ng wollen in the Caldecott sample. Through
~rnstein., p. 98.
~garet Conantt "Lea.rn1ng to Be a Boy, a Girl, or a Person,"
PrA MMa-1m. LXVI (1972), 20.
3x.vy, PP. 27-29. 4Mulawka , p. 6412.
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books, girls have been taught to have low aspirations because there are
so fewopportuni ties portrayed as available to them, The books do not
tell girls that as women, they might find fulfillment outside of their
homes or through intellectual pursuite. Women are presented as excluded
from the world of politics, sports, and science. Their future world is
presented as consisting of glamour and service. It is clear that the
storybook characters reinforce the traditional sex role assumptions.
These books are read over and over at a tille when children are in the
process of developing their own sexual identities and are most impres-
sionable. Weitzman concludes I
Picture books play an important role in early sex-role
socialization because they are a vehicle for the presen-
tation of societal values to the young child. Through
books, children 1eam about what is right and wrong,
and they leam what is expected of children their age.
In addition, books provide children with role IIOdels-
iuges Of what they can and should be like when they
grow up.
Textbooks in school continue the trend of sex-typing When chil-
dren reach school age. A task force of the National Organization for
Women in Princeton, New Jersey, initiated a two-year study of sex role
stereotyping in children's readers. 'lbe purpose of the study was to
find a reading series which portrayed males and females in a. nonatereo-
typed ma.nner. Despite the faot that task force members read 134 books
f'rom twelva different publishers and carefully documented 2,760 stories,
no such series was found I
lveltzman, "Sex-Role Socia.lization in Picture Books for Pre-
School Chl1dnn," p. 1126.
4)
The ratio of boy-centered stories to girl-centered stories
was 5 to 2; the ratio of stories with an adult male char-
acterto an adult female character was ) to 1; the ratio
of male biographies to female biographies was 6 to 1.
Boys in the stories built and created things and used
their wits. Girls rarely appeared in these roles. Boys
showed initiative and were strong and brave; girls were
rarely depicted as having these characteristics. When
a girl mastered a grown-up skill, it was usually a
domestic one. Boys were competitive, girls were not.
Girls did not act independently, they were smaller and
more fearful than boys.
'!be books showed adult females as jobholders Q!:
mothers. Mothers 1n the stories were colorless, mind-
less creatures, never shown as baving any interests of
their own. Fathers on the other hand, were pictured as
well-rounded, vibrant adults. It is father who does
things wi th the children, helps them bUild things, takes
them on outings, and solves their probltms. Father is
the person with whom children have fun.
Jacobs and Eaton discussed the imPlications for teachers.
Clearly, this is not a fair or balanced picture. As
products of a sexist culture, teachers carTY with them
biases a.bout what boys should be and what girls should
be which may be no longer useful. The world into which
our children will emerge is different· from the conven-
tional stereotype (IllOther, father, two children, dog and
cat, white frame house). We must begin to face this and
pre:Pare children for life as it really is. 2
Primary arithmetic books continue the same trend. Boys are
depicted as making things and earning money while girls are shown as
cooking or spending money on such things as sewing equipment.) In
the United States, content analysis studies reveal similar stereotyping
in textbooks from elementary sohools through high school. Book reviews
and prot.ests by parents and teachers are beginning to call the attention
lcarol Jacobs and Cynthia Eaton, "Sexism in the Elementary
Sohool," Toda:y:'s E<lucatlon. LXI (Deoember. 1972). 20.
2Jacobs and Eaton, p. 20. )Conant, p. 19.
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of authors and PUblishers to the slanted material they provide.
School staffing itself is an example of sex role stereotyping.
In 1928, 55 percent of the elementary principals '\fere '\fomen. In 1971,
although women comprised 88 percent of the elementary school teachers,
only 22 percent of the principals were women. The fact that only two
1
of the nation's thirteen thousand district superintendents were women
is an important eviden.ce of sex-typing.
McClure and McClure effectively summarized the necessity for
educators to become more aware of the effects of sex role stereotyping s
Sex stereotyping occurs in the school courses, in the
text materials. in the extra-curricular opPOrlunities.
in the process of "misguidance. it and the very manage-
ment of school • • •• In an age of accountabllity we
should be deeply concerned over the kind of product, or
student, who emerges from our schools. If we allow
stereotyping to persist we will have crippled personali-
ties to trea.t in later years. 2
Television's Influence on Sex-T.yping
Television, another important educational influence on children,
has perpetuated sex role stereotyPes. A group of feminist psychologists
and educators brought this fact to the attention of a producer of "Sesame
Street. " Among the unintended learnings being transmitted to preschool
children were those about male activity and female passivity. As a con-
sequence, "boys tend to disparage girls and at even greater psychological
lsa.dker, "Are You Guilty of Teaching Sex Bias?" pp. 80-81.
2JOM W. McClure and Gail T. McClure, "Cinderella Grows UPI Sex
Stereotyping in the Sohools," ~ucational Leadership, XXX (October, 1972) ~
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cost, girls learn to disparage the.selves, tt according to Somerville.1
Concrete recommendations were JUde for eliminating sex role
stereotyping in future Planned episodes both quantitatively and quali-
tatively.avoiding showing consideration and concern as being sex
linked with girlsr introducing counter-stereotyp1c characters such as
a woman architect and research scientist, and portraying the worJdng
JIIOther to reflect the realities in children' 21 lives. 2
Dohrmann studied representative samples of a week of children's
television prograuing, including variety-educational, cartoons, and
draJIa program types. She found that the male sex is the most visible
gender symbol in children's television with its 78 percent share of
all characters cOlll.pared to its real life 45 percent share of the
population. Moreover, males were JIIOst apt. to dominate those charac-
terizations of ascribed power or a.uthority, extent of role (lead, mjor
roles), and ocOupations. Males were JIIOn likely to exhibit active,
masterful behavior.:3 The implications of her find1tJgs about television
programming add to the growing realization of the ramifications involved
:in sex role stereotyping.
~ose M. Somerville, Introduction to FWly Lif.and Sex Ed\1C8-
tion (lCnglewood Cliffs, New Jersey. Prentice-Hall, 1912), p. 76.
2samerville. p. 76.
:laita Meade Dohnlann, "Children's Television PrograJll1l1..nga A
8ex-Socla1izatioJl Agent, tt (unpublished Muter's th.8sis I :Drake U8ivers1.t1 f
1974), p, 177.
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VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF YOUNe CHILDREN AND EFFECTS
OF SEX-TYPINi ON THEIR ASPIRATIONS AND AmTUDESTOWARD OCCUPATIONS
Vocational DeveloPment of Children
The formation of vocational atti tudes and values begins very
early in life and seeas olosely related to vocational chodce , acoording
to Fulton, who also pointed out the lack of developmental research in
childhood years. l She undertook a study to investigate what ohildren
know about work at different points in time to see Where ohildren were
on a developmental oontinuum. She developed a Career Concepts Inventory
for use with 22; children from preschool to grade five to measure how
children perceivedselected characteristios of the work world. One
facet of her study used pictures to investigate knowledge children had
about fifteen occupataona, Among her conclusions was that.
The older the children the more frequently they answered
that both sexes could do most jobs. The presohoolers and
first graders perceive mo~ oooupations as being exclusive-
ly either male or female.
Several crtticlsms can be made of Fillton f s study. She did not
report the differences between boys' and girls' responses nor the high
degree of stereotyping along trad1tional sex :role lines. The drawings
of occupations also included workers pictured that perpetuated trad1-
tional stereotypes. One section called "picture absurdities·· counted
a response as correct if a child chose as unusual or strange a woman
~bara Fulton, "Vooational Development in Children" (unpub-
lished Doctoral dissertation, University of Missourt-Columbia, 1971),
p. )0.
2Fulton, p. 79.
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operating a television oamera and a man taking diotation. 1 Her su:mmary
statement mentioned the tendenoy with inoreasing age for ohildren to
have a fairly accurate perception of the sex of the workers in different
2
oceupataona, While children may indeed recogmee the ocoupations
usually held by one sex or another, this wrlter would point to the need
for opening ohoioes of oceupatacns to both sexes.
A study by Parker in 1961 investigated the nature of ohildren's
concepts of fourteen occupations. He found mean conceptual scores
obtained by fourth and sixth-grade children were significantly higher
than second-grade means in each of seven occupational areas. He con-
cluded that children appeared to have attained a high level of concep-
tual understanding of occupations. 3
Vocational values have been the subject of several research
studies. Reporting the results of an investigation. between self-concept,
sex, and the relationship between these with work values of ninety-nine
fifth and sixth-grade children, Hales and Yackee confirm that work values
are held by elementary children and that boys and girls differ in some
of their work values.
Boys placed gre.ater value than did girls on work which
involves maniPulation of tools, materials, and utensils,
gives the individual supervisory respons i bilities, and
offers the chance to be known for their work. Boys also
placed greater value on jobs which provide an opportunity
lFulton, p. 146.
2Fu1ton , p. 101.
)James Parker, "An Analysis of Children's Concepts of Selected
Occupations," Dissertation Abstracts International, XXIV (1964), )632
(Northwestern University).
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to work with ideas and. data. 1
This writer would ask why Hales and Yackee did not report what girls
valued.
Cooker used a vocational values inventory with 240 children in
grades four, five, and six and found that "boys value such things as
money and control more than do girls, while girls are seen to place
more importance on altruism and helping others...2 They found Iittle
change in vocational values over the middle elementary school years
and made the implication that in order to assure a maximal development
of the valuing process, schools cannot wa.it until the higher grades to
aid children in examination of values. 3
Chaney's findings also suggest an early crystallization of values
for many children. He reports sex differences i.n the expression of
values being evident by the fifth grade level.
ConsequenUy, counselors and teachers should be involved
in determining the nature of sex differences in vocational
values and aiding children in. the understandiltij of sex
roles in the culture and in the world of work.
Another conclusion reached was that children from the lower economic
communities valued money, job control, and. prestige aspects of work more
l.r.loYd l~. Hales and Keith Yaekee , S~lf-Concep-ts. Sex, and Work
Values, U.S., Educational Resources Information Center, maIC Document
ED 090 459, April, 1974, p. 4.
2H1illiP G. Cooker, ''Vocational Values of Children in Grades
Four, Five, and SiX," ElementarY SChool Guidance and counselip!, VIII
(December, 1973), 116.
3Cooker, p. 117.
4Reece Chaney,. I'Vocational Values of Children as They Relate to
Economic Community, Grade Level, Sex, and Parental Oceupational Level, If
Dissertation Abstracts Interne.tiona,]. t XXIX (1969), 2957 A (Ohio
Un!versity) •
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than their counterparts from higher economic communities. The latter
group placed greater value on theself"'realization aspects of work. 1
In comparing child rearing practices of middle and lower-class
families and the relationship with self-concept and vocational behavior
of sixth-grade children, Atlas found that middle-class student respond-
ents and Im'fer-class student respondents were not significantly dif-
ferent in the relationship they showed between their level of vocational
preference and their level of vocational expectation. However, a sig""
nificantly higher level of vocational preference and. vocational expecba-
tion was demonstrated by the middle-class children than their lower-class
counterparts. 2
Brook eta ale studied parental a.spirations for their children as
well as first and fifth-grade children f S aspirations. High socio-economic-
status children were found to have significantly higher aspirations than
the low socio-economc-status children. They also found that children's
aspiration levels increased with agel
Whereas among younger children, girls had higher
occupational aspirations, there was a reversal among
the older children so that fifth-grade boys' aspira-
tion levels were higher than fifth-grade girls' a.spi:ra-
tion levels.3
Social class differences in aspirations were stronger among the younger
lChaney, p. 29.56.
2John 'Nesley Atlas, "The Influence of Child-Rearing Practices
on the Self-Concept and Vocational Behavior of Middle and Lower-Class
Children," Dissertation Abstracts International, XXXIV (1973). 563 A
(Wayne State Universtty).
3J udit h S. Brook and others, "Aspiration Levels Of and For
Children I Age. Sex. Race. and Socioeconomic CorreIates ," Jouma! of
Genetic Psychology. CXXIV (March, 1974), 9.
children, whereas sex differences were sharper among older children.
Both sooia1 class and race were not found to be correlated with parental
occupational expectations for their children. Parents' occupational, as
well as educational, a.spirations were higher for boys than for girls,
especially for boys and g.ir1s in fifth grade.1
The developmental sequences involved in the vocational interests
and knowledge of children have been incorporated into Iowa's career
developmental Jl1Odel. It was butlt on the premise that children pass
throUgh a serles of stages--awareness (kindergarten through grade 3).
a.ccommodation (grades 4-6), exploration (grades 7-9), prepu"ation and
exploration (grades 10-12), and occupational entry. Activities were
designed to develop positive student attitudes, values, knowledges, and
skills toward self and the world of work. The school's involvement in
career education was regarded as beginning in kindergarten and continu-
ing throughout formal education withalternatives for recycling to
2
obtain fm:ther training in adult yea.rs"
Im:p9X'ttP2e of •. Occumtional Information
Knowledge about oecupataons and the world of wo::t"k, understood in
relation to self-knowledge, is important if a child is to exercise his/
her inherent right to freedom of choice in occupatdona, Goodson provided
background for an elementary level program of occupational information by
lBrook and others. pp. 12-13.
2Stat e of Iowa, Dep:a.rtment of Public Instruction, ModelS for
CaJ::eer ~duca. tion in. loT$. (Des Moines, Iowa.. Department of Public
Instruction, 1973~1975'.
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conducting individual interviews with 180 children in grades three
through eight to learn their concepts of the world of work. The chil-
dren revealed their interests, knowledge, and attitudes related to
various occupatlons and reasons for worklng. Some children were quitEl
unaware of work while others were well lnformed and hadspeclfic voca-
tional goals. Her data were used in developing telecasts and other :means
of presenting occupational information. Interesting findings reported
were that younger chlldren appeared to conceptualize occupational tunc'"
tlons as actlvlties rather than as work :Per se (as with community workers) 9
that the younger children tended to remember occupations 'Hithin their own
experience boundaries, and that the greatest proportion of ceeupatacns
reported were in the service category. The majority of children named an
occupation but a few simply said they would get a good job. Children
expressed a d1verstty of interests as well as disinterests-occupations
1they would definitely not wish to do.
E:q:losure to an occupational un!t increased children' s scores on
an inventory of vocational knowledge and attitudes in a study reported
by Harkness. However, girls' increased knowledge did not lnfluence them
to change their choices of future occupations from their ln1tial feminine
selections. Boys also continued to select the traditional masculine
2glamour occupations. Contrasting findings were reported by Bucher,
Isylvia Goodson, "Children Talk About Work," Pe:rsonnel and
GuiAAn.geJournal. XLIX (October, 1970), 131-1)6.
2CarOl Harkness, "'!tie Relative Impact of Identified Vocational
~velopment Variables on the Occupatdonak Knowledge and Attitudes of
Elementary School Children,·f Dissertation Abstracts International,
XXXIV (l973) • .;66 A-'j67 A (Unlversity of Virginia).
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who demonstrated that presentation of an occupational unit significantly
increased students' knowledge of occupations and their preferences for
traditional oppesite sex occupations as vocational preferences, This
held true for both sexes in her study. In addition, as a student's
knowledge increased, his or her attitudes toward occupational roles of
men and women became less sex role stereotyped,l
OCcupational ;Interests and Aspirations
Sex role preference in relation to children's vocational aspira-
tions has been the topic of several recent studies, Determining the
early aspirations of boys and girls was the purpose of a study by 100ft
in 1971. Thirty-three boys and thirty-three girls, who were first and
second-grade pupils in two Catholic pa:t'OChia1 schools, were informally
asked, l'What would you like to be when you grow up?" and secondly, It\'lhat
do you think you really will do when you grow up, when you are an adult?"
Boys named eighteen different occupations, with football player and
policeman most frequently named. On the second question, twenty-three
boys changed from their initial response to other vocations :Perceived as
desirable. The girls named only a total of eight occupations-...twenty-
five named either nurse or teacher. Only fourteen girls changed from
their original choice on the second question. 100ft concluded that
girls, especially, learn early that certain adult statuses were open to
them and that these were few in number, reflecting a recognition of
lCaxol Hope Bucher, liThe Imp;lct of a Non-Stereotyped Sex-Role
Occupational Unit on Elementary School Children' s Occupational Knowledge;
Vocational Aspi:ra.tions, and Expressed Occup;ltional Attitudes," Disserta-
tion AbRtmcts In.te;rna,t;!.onal, XXXV (1974), 2672 A (University of Virginia).
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traditional sex role expectations I none expressed the desire to be a
politician., lawyer, or scientist. A few girls said they would be
mothers, but no boy said he would be a father. 1 Hewitt t s study' with
Dutch children confirmed Looft •s findings that with increasing age,
boys perceived jOb perapectives as broadening wh1legirls responded
with justa few alternatives t primarily teaching and nursing. 2
Swick and Carlton examined occuPational interests of kinder-
garten children and found a wide diversity of interests, indicative
of the awareness stage of development. However, they conclude that
the choices did not include the breadth of awareness needed in a
rapidly changing world of work. No relationship was found to exist
between the parents' occupations and the occupational choice of their
children. Children chose more leaderahip-orlented tasks than their
parents and were more oriented toward service at this point in their
development. 3
Eight and ten-year-old children differed in their occupational
preferenoes in a study conducted by Brady. He reported differences by
socio-economic class, sex, and age. Girls at both ages and from all
socio-economic levels in the sample limited themselves much more in their
~oft, p. :366.
~ynn Stewart Hentt, "Age and sex Differences in the Voca-
tional Aspirations of Elementary School Children, II Journal of Social
Psyohology. XCVI (1975). 176.
\evin J. Swick and f-1ary Ellen Carlton, "An Examination of
Occupational Interests of Kindergarten Chi1drens Implications for
Cur.riculum Development," Rea.d.1!¥! Improvement, XI (Spring, 1974),
58-61.
range of occupational choice than did the boys. r~ore than half of the
girls chose teacher, nurse, or housewife as an occupation. 1 Hahn asked
teachers from around. the count:r,y to collect expressions of students I
goals. She received hundreds of responses from kindergarten through
grade twelve classes and found thats
an ovewhelming majority of females said they wanted to
be nurses and teachers. Secretary, stewardess and model
ranked next in popularity. • 2. Ma.1es showed an interest
in a greater variety of jobs.
The work of Kirchner and Vondracek filled a much needed void in
research about the a.spirations of preschool children. As part of a
forty-five minute assessment interview, they told 282 three to six-year-
old children in Pennsylvania. day-care centers, "A (boy, girl) can be
all sorts of things when (s)he grows up. What would you like to be When
you grow Up?,,3 Results were analyzad in terms of number of aspirations
mentioned and category of response. The ca.tegories for coding the
responses were as follolfs a
1)
2)
All adultl a catego:r,y of the following three sub-
categories which define its scopes
a.) Specific occupation
b) Adult. nonoccupational adult status, e.g.
"be a man ff
c) Parent
Older child. a.ttributes of older, bigger children,
e.g. "be a. Girl Scout, I' "be taller"
~obert Paul Brady, "An Examination of Selected Variables
Affecting th.e Vocational De.velopm.e.nt of Elemental1 School Children,"
Dissertation Abstracts International, XXXII (1972), 3682 A (University
of Cincinatti).
2Carol Hahn, "The Me I \'1ant To Be•. Students' Aspira.tions in
the Seventies, II Social Education, XXXVIII (April, 1974), 341.
\irchner and Vondracek, p. 2.
3)
4)
6)
Same child. response indicative of lack of projec-
tion into more mature roles, e.g. "be a boy just
like I am"
Fantasy. fictitious characters or roles no longer
present to any significant degree in contemporary
society, e.g. Batman, princess, cowboy
Nonhuman. animal and inanimate objects, e.g. doggie,
tiger, and a "bathtUb, so I could drink lots of
wa.ter"
Other. responses not classified into the preceding
ca.tegories and not si~ifica.ntly frequent to warrant
additional categories.
Major findings of the study can be stunmarized as follows.
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Aspects of vocational development follow an orderly
pattern in early childhood. During the preschool years
the child comes to project himself into his adult
future, to see himself one day as an adult.
Even in the preschool years, significant sex and race
differences are evident in vocational behavior. The
largest percentage of children gave responses categorized
as All Mult and within this category, the mention of a
specific occupation was most frequent. The All Adult
category increased significantly with age and wi thin the
All Adult category, specific ocoupational aspirations
inoreased markedly. There were decreases with age in
Nonhuman, Older Child, and Same Child responses,
Boys and girls equally frequently gave responses cla.s-
sified as All Adult. But boys IIOre often projected
themeelves in terms of an adult role in general and
girls more often projected theJlSelves in terms of the
specific role of parent.
Boys' choices were more evenly distributed among occupa-
tions, while girls' ohoices clustered around two eecupa-:
tions--nurse and teacher.
Findings that more frequent Older Child responses by
girls and more frequent Fantasy responses by boys
supported the notion that girls are more real!ty bound
than boys.
Blaoks tended to give fewer responses than Whites in the
All Adult category. Wi thin this oategory. Blacks gave
lxirohner and Vondracek, p. J.
fewer Specific OCcupation responses and more Adult
responses. Blacks also gave more responses in the
Same Child and Older Child categorles. These findings
suggest that the Black children are less m.ature in
their vocational development from the standpoint of
mastery of the task of projection into the vocational
future.1
The research by Kirchner and Vondracek adds support to the belief
that the preschool period can be viewed as a bona fide stage in voca-
tional development. During these years the child comes to conceptualize
him/herself as one day being an adult and having an eccupataon, The sex
and raoe differences in the early years sugges.t that efforts toward
achieving equalit1 of vocational opportunity should not neglect the very
young.
Perceptions of Roles Open to Men and WOJl.en
In 1971 and 1972, two studies dealing with sex stereotyping were
conducted on school children in three suburbs of Seattle by Iglftzin ..
In the first study, in which she callaharated with Fiedler, 290 fifth
graders took part; in the second, 147 fifth graders (about evenly divided
by sex in both studies)" 2
The first study involved a series of questions designed to show
sex stereotyping based on "ieW's of career and employment patterns, social
roles in home and family,. and the child's view of hiS/her future life as
an adult. Both boys and girls demonstrated sex stereotyping (as measured
~irchner and Vondracek, PP. 4-6.
2Lynne B. Iglitzin, "A Child's""Eye View of Sex Roles." Tod&'.s
Education, LXI (Deoember, 1972), 23...25.
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by the response "menlt or f'",ollen" rather than "either" or "both" to the
questions). However. significantly higher proportions of girls had
nonstereotyped responses in all categories. Results indicate strong
sex role stereotyping by the fifth-grade level.
Career and emplonent patterns. A major!ty of both sexes
thought that bosses, taxi drivers, mayors, facto:ry workers,
and lawyers should be men and that nurses and house cleaners
should be lfOlIlen. Stereotyping was common for both boys and
girls. In fact, in some cases, girls were even less inclined
than boys to see tradi.tionally masculine jobs become feminine
joba, • ... However. girls were more willing to see jobs
open to either sex.
Home and family. Fifth graders have been thoroughly incul-
cated With a sex-typed view of home and households Women
wash dishes, cook. dust, scrub floors and get up at night
with a sick child. Men pay bills, fix things, and weed
the yard. The men's list was shorter than the women's......
though the girls showed a slightly greater tendency to see
both parents performing household tasks.
P$rsonality traits. At least 60 percent of the girls saw
themselves a.s kinder, better behaved. more serious, and
better in math than boys. .. ." The major!ty of girls
saw boys as fighting more and a.s better in soience. The
aggressiveness-gentleness continuum offered a striking
example of agreement by both sexes I olose to 90 percent
of boys and girls saw boys as fighting more and about 75
percent of boys and 85 percent of girls saw girls as
kinder.
Sextyping in girls' view of the future. The patterns of
traditional sex typing carried over into their career
aspirations and descriptions of their lives as adults.....
Girls had varied job and career aspirations, albeit heavily
weighted toward traditional female occupations. Only 6
percent said they would simply be a mother or housewife.
However, the girls· projected description of a typical day
as an adult showed a marked discrepancy between their
stated career goals and their descriptions of an actual
day. Girls in the sample emphasized marriage and family
much more than boys in the sample." ••. Boystendedmrch
more to focus exclusively on details of job and career.
1Iglitzin, pp. 23-24.
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One variable that seemed to be relevant in determining which
children had less traditional stereotyped views was whether or not their
lIlOthers worked outside the home. Ig11tzln' s da.ta support other findings
that children with working mothers"-especlally girls--had more liberal
views on roles of men and women in society.l Iglitzln's. second study
confirmed the sex stereotypi.ng attitudes but did not show a correlation
between stereotyping and feminization in the girls as an explanation for
their low politicalization scores. 2
Burgette used a questionnaire to investigate the aspirations and
perceptions of future life-styles of 190 fifth and sixth-grade girls.
Her findings about girls' emphasis on marriage concur with Iglitzin's"
While 65 percent listed a professional occupational chore, 95 percent
expected to marry (85 percent of those by age 21). '.the discrepancies
became apparent When looking at the training periods involved and the
fact that 50 percent said they would not work after mar:riage. Burgette
suggested that the females' goals could be expanded by encouraging
further consideration of occupations they view as exciting but not
realistic.)
Schlossberg and Goodman studied kindergartners and sixth graders
in two elementary schools (the report did not specify the number of ohil-
dren in the sample) to discover the degree to which elementary schOol
lIglltzin, p. 24. 2IglitziD, p. 25.
3Patrlcla Roop Burgette, Perceptions of Fifth and Sixth Grade
Females of Vocatj.onal Goala and E;xpeotedLtfeat;ylea, u.S.. Educational
Resources Information Center, ERIC Document ED 082 068, 1970, pp. 61-
62.
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children hold stereotypes about occupations based on sex. Children were
asked to respond to twelve drawings, representing work settings of six
occupations traditionally considered feminine and six traditionally
considered masculine. In addition, each child was asked, ''What do you
want to be when you grow up?"
Data were analyzed in terms of number of stereotyped responses e
Their data indicate that there was no appreciable difference in stereo-
typing between kindergartners and sixth graders: the sixth graders at
the model cities school held more stereotypes than those at the middle
income schoolr the children excluded women from men's jobs more than
they excluded men from women's jobs: with few exceptions, the children
chese jobs for themselves that fall withIn the usual stereotypes (i.e.
most children felt either men or women could be doctors or nurses but
the boys all chose to be doctors and the girls, nurses); and there was
some disparity between the amount of stereotyping of one occupation and
another. The authors concluded that the children's early notions of
Idifferential aohievement for men and women need to be changed.
EFFORTS TO COKBAT SEXISM
Educators have an opportunity and responsibility to challenge
and co:rreet the detrimental effects of sex role stereotyping. Levy statesii
First they must realize that sohools mirror the elitism,
racism, and sexism in society. Efforts to change sexIsm
lNancy K. SChlossberg and Jane Goodman. "A Woman's Place.
Children's Sex Stereotyping of Occupations," VocatiOnal GuidanQe
Quarterly, xx (1972), 266-270.
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in schools must be perceived as part of a large and
long-range struggle to change th.e inequalities which
schools maintain and perpetuate.1.
Sweden is one country collmlitted to promoting sexual equality. Through
its National Board of Education, Sweden has undertaken the task of re-
educating the entire population away from traditio:na.l sex role prejudicesm 2
~/eeks suggests that parents and teachers should help children
develop more flenbIe role concepts. He recommends consciousness-raising
for Preschool staffs and parents to discuss stereotypic role models, to
examine books and curriculum materials, to include non-t:raditional role
models for young children, and to integrate play areas. 3 Joffe also
emphasizes the importance of socialization in nursery schools and the
necessity of examining the specific role played by such institutions in
sex role socialization.4
The schooling of tomorrow's women was discussed by Minuclrl.n, 'Who
recommends the following goals or tasks for a school s
t1inimization of stereotypes; proyision of broad exposure
to eX]?erlences, ideas, and models, education in skills for
choice, problem solYing, and evaluation: and enhancement of
self-differentiat!on and self-knowledge.5
1Levy, p. 29.
~oger Choates, ftEroding Sex-Role Stereotypes," Times EducatiOnal
Supplement, May 12, 1972, p. 12.
30 , Neal Weeks, f, New Lpok at Children f s. Sexuality.and Sex Ro~
Identificat:1.on, U.S., Educational Resources Information Center, ERIC
Ibcument ED 097 992, April, 1974,. pp. 8-9.
4Caro1e Joffe, "Sex Role Socialization and the Nursery Schoob
As the Twig Is Bent," J01,.111'lal of I'1a.ttiMe and the Family, XXXIII (August,
1971), 467475.
5Patrlcia Minuchin, IUlhe Schooling of Tomorrow's Women,·t Schoo.l
Review, LXXX, February, 1972, 200.
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Bowman also stresses the importance of models, the quality of model-child
relationships, and the need for models to be clear about what they want
to model .. l
Two further suggestions were made by Thetford. includi:ngsuit-
able role models represen.ting various life styles in books and exposing
occupational opPOrtunities to children from kindergarten to junior high
school. 2
Howe3 and Levy4 believe that the most vital force in combatting
sexism in the classroom is the teacher. Value clarification strategies
and consciousness-raising sessions for teachers and students are helpful
in confronting sexist values. In addition to changing classroom practices e
teachers should form schoolwlde cowttees to focus on curricular programs
and materials, challenge sex-segregated classes and activities, and
gather data on hiring and promotion practices and salarles.5 The Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, Community School was one school that significantly changed
teacher awareness of sex stereotyping through a series of strategies after
receiving a parent complaint about the major reading series being used in
1973. 6
\arbara T. Bowman, "Role-Models and Social Change, I' Childhood
Educatlc)n, LXIX (January, 1973), 180-183.
~ary Thetford, "'!he Case for the Career Book in Grades Five to
Eight. A Feminist View," Elementa;r;y English, L (October, 1973), 1059--
1060.
~owe, p. 81. 4Levy, p. 28.
~vy, p. 29.
6Mary Carson, ••Action in Cedar Rapids," Toda..x· s Educatio1:!' LX!I!(1974), 87.
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'Ihe Fduma Willard Task Force on Iiklucation, an active feminist
group, published a book of materials relating to sexism in education. I
Groups like this one are also conducting workshops and inservice meetings
with school employees and parents.. Many schools are examining policies
and practices in light of the implementation of Title IX of the Educa-
tion Amendments Act of 1972..
Career education, thought by many as a vehicle for equalizing
opportunities for boys and girls, may instead be perpetuating sex role
stereotyping.. A recent publication by the Women on Wo:rd.s and Images
reports documentation on the extent to which sex role stereotyping was
found in an analysis of more than eighty randomly selected kindergarten-
through-grade-twelve and post-secondary career education materials.
Secondly. the report offers general advice to teachers and counselors
for detecting and counteracting sexism in classroom materials. Thixd,
it presents a checklist for enriching caxeer opportunity awareness.
Finally, the report lists organizations and products which are considered
to be nonsexist resources. 2
Mi tchell summarizes some recommendations for elimiMting sex
stereotyping through career education.
1) A plan should be developed and implemented in each
school for examining the school experience in order
to identify the subtle ways in which girls are being
restricted in their achievement by sex stereotypes ..
~ Willard Task Force on Education, Sexism in Education
(Minneapolis. Emma Willard Task Force on Education, 1973), pp.. 1-87.
2women on Words and Images, Help Wanted, SeXism in parser ~uca.­
tion Materials (Princeton, New Jersey. Women on Words and Images, 197.5) g
549. '
All teaching materials should be examined for possible
sex discrimination and appropr1ate steps should be
taken. to eliminate the discriminatory impact of the
materia.l.
2) Workshops and in-service training sessions for
teachers should be designed to focus attention on
the pervasiveness of sex stereotyping. Deliberate
steps should be presented to sensitize teachers
and ena.ble them to avoid repetition of the old
patterns of expectancies set for both males and
females.
Change within the currtculum itself should include
two aspects. (a.) sections about the changing status
of women and material from women's studies should
be incorporated into the social science curriculum
and (b) deliberate techniques should be taught to
enable teachers to help girls develop instrumental
competency. More attention should be given to
girls' use of thought, logie, and problem solving
techniques, and less reinforcement should be given
to rote memorization and verbal facility••••
4) Special efforts should be made in the elementary
school to draw into the school women who have
achieved. in various fields--in science, politics,
medicine, etc., who are combining serious careers
wittl the role of wife and mother.
Parent education, focusing on the issue of improving
opportunities for the full development of girls'
potential, should be sponsored by the school as
early a.s kindergarten.
6) High school counselors should be given speoial
pmfessional training for the elimination of dis-
crimination against girls in vocational and educa-
tional counseling.l
While Mitehell 's suggestions refer to lessening sex stereotypes
for girls I the importance of freeing boys from rigid sex role stereo'"
types can also be inferred. Women's 11beration will increasingly become
lEdna Mitchell, "What About Career Education for Girls?" Educa-
tional Leadf.u:.-'ShiP. XXX (December, 1972). 235-236.
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a question also of men's liberation. In the words of Neugarten I
The questions are likely to be not only how to equalize
opportunities for men and Women in all areas of life
but how to nurture individual differences in both sexes
and increase the rewards of lif·e for all people. no
matter how varied their llfe styles.!
SUMMARY
Preschool a.nd elementary school chlld.ren are exploring the t;rpe
of penons they will become. A learned sex role directs a child's be-
bavior, emotional reactions, cogni tive functioning, and general adjust-
mente Pa.rents, teachers. peers. toys. books, and television are
important infiuences on sex role acquisition and preferenoes. Sex
typing of reIss, occupational a.sp1.rations, and perceptions of oeeupa-
tions begins at a very young age. Approprlate role models, exposure to
occupational opportunities, and elimination of sexist attitudes and
practioes are needed if both sexes are to be encouraged to develop the1.r
interests and abilities in a. fa.st-changing vocational world.
lBernlce L. Neuga.rten, "Educa.tion and the Life-Cycle," School
Review, LXXX (1972), 213.
Chapter 3
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHOIOLOGY
General Design
To determine whether boys and girls at different grade levels
and from different sooio-economic backgrounds held sex role expectations
in their stated vocational aspirations and in perceptions of occupations 3
a standardized interview procedure was developed for use with children.
A slide-tape presentation of thirlyoccupations was prepared for inclu-
sion in the interviews. Professional colleagues were asked to make
suggestions about the interview procedure and the slide-tape series
depicting occupations. A pilot trial with six children 'was conducted
to test the procedure, the appropriateness of the tape script, and the
wording of the questions. Minor modifications were made before the
final taping of the script, whioh acoompanied the photographs of aotual
occupational settings.
Permission to carry out the study was secured from the administra-
tion of a oommunity school distriot and from the directors of a day care
center and Pr1va te preschool. Sinoe children would not be identified by
name. school officials decided that parent permission would not be re-
quired. However, an information note was written for teachers to send
home with their students (APpendix A).
The sample for the study was comPrised of 120 children randomly
selected from children attending a preschco'l , a day care center, and
second and fifth grades at two elementary schools. Two traln.ing and
practice sessions for the male-female interview team. preceded the data
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colleotion. Interviews were held during a one-week period six weeks
before the end of the 1976 academic year.
A twenty-nnute interview with each sUbject in the sample was
held in a private room away from the classroom setting. To control for
sex bias, two interviewers, both trained in counseling, worked as a
female-male team when they were in each school, though each interviewed
SUbjects indiVidually. Each interviewed half of the boys and half of
the girls at each grade level in each school included in the sample ..
They were trained to use a standardized interview procedure (Appendix :8)
to ask each child about what he/She wanted to do 'When he/She grew up.
When the vocational aspiration questions were completed, a slide-
tape presentation of occupations was used to elicit ch1ldrents responses
to questions about who could work in each of the thirty occupations
described. Childrents verbal responses to the questions were written on
answer sheets. The data generated by the interview questions and re-
sponses to the slide-tape presentation were tabulated and analyzed to
answer the questions and test the hypotheses posed for the study..
Population and Sample
The population represented by the study included preschool and
elementa.:ry school aged children from families Whose socto-eeoneaac level
ranged from upper-lower to upper-middle and who resided in suburban areas
near medium sized cities or metropolitan areas (75,000-125.000) in mid-
western United States.
The sample was selected from an Iowa city 'Which has a popula.tion
of 30,000 and which includes eight neighborhood sehoe.Is , two junior high
schools, and one senior high school. It is the site of a four-year
college, several light industries, and many business concerns. The
city a.djoin.s a larger industrialized metropolitan area which has ex-
perienoed growth in hOUSing, business, and industry.
Permission to oonduct the study in the publio sohools was granted
by the direotor of elementary education. Only one sohool in the distriot
was oonsidered to be representative of the lower to lower-middle sooio-
eoonomic level; this school was seleoted for inolusion in the study. The
sohool representing the middle to upper-middle socio-eoonomio level was
seleoted from several possible ohoioes based on the prinoipal's willing-
ness to cooperate, Based on similarity of neighborhood and baokgrounds
of ohildren attending, a day oare oenter and a.presohool were ohosen as
matches for the elementary sohools.
Comparisons can be made about the families whose ohildren attend
the two neigh'borhood schools included in the study. School L (with the
L sym'bolizing the lower to lower-middle level) is located in an area
'bounded by a mobile home oourt and. hOlieS that can be described as less
than affluent. Parents of children attending this school were described
by school offioials as including many "blue oollar" workers. In oontrast,
School U (with the U symbolizing the middle to upper-middle level) is in
a newer area of the city having more affluent homes. Parents were
desortbed by sohool officials as including ma..ny "lrbite collar" workers.
Further information about the schools was derived from a fall,
1975. Title I proposal. In describing the concentration of children
from low incom.e families, the district average was listed as 6.5 percent,
with Sohool L's average at 23.8 percent and School U's at 1 .. 2 percent.
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Of 486 children in grades kindergarten throUgh sixth at School L, 103
received free or reduced hot Lunehea] at School U, the number was only
9 of 386. F.r:om October, 1974, to October, 1975, the transfer :rates for
School L included 14 transfers within the district, 67 to outside the
district, and 58 transfers into the school. At School U the transfer
data reported were 8 transfers within the district, 32 to outside the
district, and 27 into the school. School L was designated as a Title I
school.
Teachers in the school district had developed career education
materials in 1973 for use in grades kindergarten through grade SiX. 1
ContribUtors included teachers from both SChools L and U. Thus it was
assu:raed that children in these schools would have had some exposure to
career education concepts. A junior high counselor, assigned to direct
the district's career education project, found marked increases in
elementary children's career education concepts following a. year of
career educa.tion activities. At the time of the study individual teachers
were responsible for a.ny career activities that were incorporated into
the curriculum.
Da.y Care Center L, which will be referred to as Center L, is
located directly a.cross the street from School L. It was chosen as a
ma.tahiD« center socio-econolldcally, since it serves the same area of
the 01 ty as School L, With most ohildren attending School L when they
reach school age. F1Jla.!lcing of this center is through revenue sharing
lCedar Falls Community Schools, "Career Education in the Elemen-
tary Schools" (Cedar Falls, Iowa I Cedar Falls Community SChools, 1913)
(Mimeographed).
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funds and County Board of Supervisors' support, as well as through private
fees. A newly constructed facility, Center L serves fifty children,
ranging: in age from 2to6 and Is open from 6,00 a.m, to 6,00 p.m,
Preschool U. while not located in the exact neighborhood of
School U. was considered an a.ppropria:te match since it serves children
whosesocio-econoJllic, 'background is siJll11ar to the children attending
Sohool U. This private preschool is located in an area of newer homes
but also draws children from allover the city. with pa,rents tra.ns.port,-
ing their children. The sohool director described parents as being of
middle to tlpper-ra1ddle economic status with a major!ty of parents em.ployed
in wbite collar occupations. Tu1tion for the sixty-six ch.ildren who
a ttend the two and one-half hour aftentOon sessions is $16 a month for
tWice a week or $24 a month for three times a week attendance.
The sample for the study was comprised of 120 children--20 from
Center L. whose average age was 59 months f 20 from Preschool U, whose
average age was 55 months, 40 second graders. half from School L and
half from School U. Whose average age was 100 months f and 40 fifth
graders. half from School L and half from School U. whose average age
was 135 months. A random numbers table was used to select the SUbjects--
wi th an equal number of boys and girls in each age group in each school
included in the studY....from the 30 four and five-yea.r-olds at Center L,
66 four and five"Y'8ar-olds at Preschool U, 62 second graders at School L,
.56. second graders at School U, 72 fifth graders at School L, and 63
fifth graders at School U.
Data .and InstX'tOD~l$tation
The data from this study were drs:wl1 from children's responses
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to a structured interview, which focused on children' svocational a.spira-
tiona, and from children's responses. to a slide-tape Presentation depict-
ing thirty occupations.
To learn. about the vocational aspirations ofch11dren and to
determine whether children held sex role expectations in their stated
vocational aspirations, children were asked the question, "What do you
want to be when you grow up?" This format is similar to other studies
investigating the vocational interests and aspirations of children.. 1
Interviewers recorded the responses to the question as well as the age,
sex, and the socio-economic level designated to the school ~ttended by
each SUbject. . In add!tion, the interviewers asked. each child, "Have you
a.n;y other ideas about what you might want to do?" The answer to this
question was also recorded. Including this question made it possibIe
to disoover whether children, when given an opportunity, would name more
than one occupation. Since career educa.tion had been a. part of the school
curriculum for the older children in the sample, 1t was considered 1m-
portant to give children an opportunity to name more than one occupation.
Oocupations named as responses to the question about what a child
would like to do were coded by job title and by whether the occupation
lw. R. taoft, "Sex Differences in the Expression of Voca.tional
Aspirations by Elementary School Children, ... DevelOP!!lenta,l Psychology, V
(19(1), 366 J see also Nancy K. Schlossberg and Jane Goodman, IIA Woman's
Pla.oe I Children t s Sex stereotyping of Oecupationa, 11 Vocational Guid.a.:nce
Quarterly, XX (1972), 266-270; Eli21abeth P. Kirchner and Sarah I.
Vondracek, Wbat Do You Wpt to Be When You Grow Up?. Vocational Choice
in Children Aged '!'hreeto Six, U.S. Educational Resources Information
Center, ERIC Dooument ED 07b 244, Maroh, 1973, p. 2, Kevi.n SWick and
Mary Ellen Carlton, lfAn Examination of Occupational Interests of
Kindergarten Children. Imp1ioations for Currioulum Development. *' Reading
Impr:ovement, XI (Spri~. 1974), 58-61,
To determine whether chi1dren held sex :role expectations 1n their
:Perceptions of occupations, a slide-tape presentation depicting thirty
occupations was developed by this writer. This procedure was a modifica-
tion of the methodology used in earlier studies of sex-typing of occupa-
tions. Schlossberg and Goodman used drawings of twelve occupational
settings to assess stereotyping by kindergarten and sixth-grade students .. 1
They asked children whether a man could work in the setting pictured and
if' a woman could work there. Pen and ink: drawings of people working were
i1sed in Fulton's st'Udy on the vocational development of children, which
included perceptions about sex role expectations of occupations. 2 Those
tl:t"awings can be criticized for the way in which they perpetuated sex
typing of occupations along tmditional lines.
In order to alleviate some of the criticisms of earlier studies,
thirty occupations were included in the present study--two representing
each of the U.S. Office of Education's 1.5 occupational clusters.) This
parmitted a greater number and variety of occupations to be depicted than
ISchlOSSberg and GoodlrJan, pp. 266-270,
~bara Fulton, "VocatlonalDevelopment of Childrenft (un-
PUblished Doctoral dissertation, University of Missouri-Colum:bia, 1971) ..
3Stat e of Iowa, Department of Public Instruction, Models for
Oa.reer.Educa.tion in Iowa Selected Oecu tiona b C1usters for Use .In
Ele£en:tan Schools Des Moines, Iowa. Department of Public Instruotion,
197 ). pp. 2-18.
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the 12 in Schlosaberg and Goodman's previous stUdy.l Actual photographs
of occupational settings, showing appropri.ate materials, tools, machines,
or background. lent greater realism for assessing children's perceptions..
Unlike Fulton's work, these photographs did not show a worker present
which could have influenced a respondent to select the sex of the worker
shown as the appropriate choice for an occupation.
In seleoting the 30 occupations to be represented in the stUdy.
this writer first identified 60ocoupations--4 fro·m each of the 1.5
clusters--that preschool and elementary school children would likely be
able to understand and relate to via a slide-tape presentation (APpendix
C). Both professional and non-professional occupations were inoluded.
A balanoe was provided between occupations usually engaged in by males and
those usually engaged 1n by females as well as inclusion of less well
known occupations with more neutral sex role connotations. Feasibility
of taking photographs was another 11mitation in identifying the pool of
60 occupations.
The 30 occupations in the study were selected from the original
60 identified by this wrl tel.'. In order to include a balanced representa-
tion of oeeupationa considered as tradi tionally male. as traditiona.11y
female, or more neutral, a panel of 10 independent raters was used to
do a Q-sort of the 60 occupations. The raters-.5 males and .5 females--
were professional colleagues of the writer, all of whom had at least a
B.A. degree. Each oocupation was placed 1n 1 of 3 categories--as being
traditionally male, traditionally female, or neutral (Appendix C). A
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level of 70 percent agreement was designated as a minimum for considering
an occupation to be repre~entative of a female, male, or neutral ca.tegoljl'.
Using eeeupations where 70 percent or better agreement sas reached
by raters, 10 which were considered traditionally female, 10 considered
trad1tionally male, and 10 considered neutral were chosen for inclusion
in the slide-ta.pe series. Selection was made so that 2 occupations from
each of the 15 occuPational clusters were included. Appendix C includes
the reaulting 30 occuPations with proportions of rater agreement.
Following the selection of the occupations, an audio ta.pe script
was prepared, and photographs of the settings were made into a slide
serles. Suggestions about the descriptions were made by professional
colleagues in order to make sure the wording was appropriate for pre-
scbool and elementa:ry school children. The Occupational Outlook Handbook
and Iowa State Department of Public Instruction' s career education
1
materials were consulted in writing the narrative descriptions.
Oecnpati.ons 1n the slide-tape series were presented in a.lphabeti-
ea.1 omer. The W'o:rding of the question following the occupational. de-
scription read, "l-lho could do the work of a ..........--30 man, a
woman, or both a man and a woman?" for half of the occupations depieted.
The order Was reversed to read Us. woman, a man, or both a. woman and a
man" for the other half of the occupat.ions. The order of the two
vers.ions of the question was randomly used in the narration, with half
lU.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of LabOr Stat.istics, Occtrn!tiona,l
OutlookHMdbook (Washington, D.C. f Government Printimg Office, 1974~, see
aiso State ot Iowa, Department of Publ.ic Instruction, .Models for ~er
Eciucation:1n Iowa (Des Moines, Iowa.. De{artment of Public Instruction,
1911-1975).
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of the descriptions for each of the :3 categories of occuPa.tlons--male,
female, and neutral--presenting each version. A copy of the tapescript
can be found in Appendix D.
A pilot trial With 6 chlldren--a boy and a girl at each of
these three age levels--Preceded the final taping of the script" The
pilot trial gave an oPPOrtunity to practice the interview procedure to
see whether preschool aged children would be able to respond to the
slide-tape presentation and to ascertain the appropriateness of the
wording of the script and question, "Who could do the work of a
_______?" Minor changes in the s,cript were made following the
pilot trial. Children at the three grade levels were able to respond
to the interview questions and slide-tape presentation.
The audio-tape description that accompanied the slide photographs
was taped twice at a university radio and television studio. One tape
was made using a female voice and one with a male voice. The interviewers
had copies of both tapes so that half of the girls and half of the 'boys
at each grade level from each school heard the tape with the female voice
while the other half heard the tape w1th the male voice.
Instructions and a trial sample were provided to introduce the
slide-tape series, which was presented on a Singer Caramate machine.
Then the 30 occupational settings were shown and desertbed. The tape
wu stopped after each description to wr1te down the SUbject fS response
to the question, ''Who could do the work of a -a woman,
a mn, or both a woman and a man?" A child could have as much time as
needed in responding and could choose "I don' t know" as an option. The
interviewers wrote down the responses to each slide in one of four
Analysis
The questions and hypotheses postulated for this study related to
children's sex role expectations in stated vocational aspirations and in
perceptions of occupations and the relationship, if any, that could be
attributed to sex, grade level, and socia-economic level of the Bubjectse
The first three questions investigated in the study were as
follows 1
1. Do boys and girls differ in the number (variety) of occupa-
tions named as aspirations?
2. Do children at different grade levels differ in the number
(variety) of occupations named as aspirations?
J. Do children of different socia-economic le'Y'els differ in the
number (variety) of occupations named as aspirations?
To answer the preceding questions, children's responses to the
interview questions, "What do you want to be when you grow up?" and "Have
you any other ideas about what you might want to do?" were reported and
compared. Frequency distrlbutions were used to report the occupations
named as aspirations by each sex, at each grade level, and in each of the
two socio-economic levels. The total numbers of specific occupations
mentioned by children of each sex at each grade level from each of the
two socio""economlc levels were tabulated.
Responses were further analyzed in terms of whether the occupa-
tions named as aspirations by boys and girls were sex-typed. A. child ea
response was considered sex-typed when the occupation mentioned as an
ppiration was traditionally reserved for his/her sex. Occupations named
were classified into categOries of traditionally male, female, or neutral
in keeping With the raterclasslflcations used in selecting occupations
for the slide series 1n the study. Bergmann and Adelman define "women's"
.and "men' a" occupations as those where the sex has been over-represented
in terms of numbers of workers employed. l Schlossberg and Goodman also
classified occupations as "feminine" or "masculine" according to the major
sex represented in the occupation. 2 The null hypotheses tested were as
follows.
1. Sex-typing of children's vocational aspirations is independent
of the sex of the respondents.
2. Sex-typing of children's vocational aspirations 1s independent
of the grade level of the respondents.
3. Sex-typing of children's vocational aspirations is independent
of the soctc-eeeacate level of the respondents.
Responses to the thirty slide-tape presentation questions, "Who
could do the work of a .....- 1·· were tabulated for each subject,
calculating the nWllber of times a respondent chose "man," "wman, It "both, It
and "don't know. II Totals were calculated for analysis by sex, grade
level, and socio-economic level of the respondents. The following null
hypotheses were tested.
4. Sex role expeotations in children' s perceptions of ooCUpatloM
~rba.ra R. Bergmann and Irma Adelman, "The 1973 Report of the
President f s Council of Economic Advisors. The Economic Role. of Women.·'
The AJIlerican EconoJl'lic Review, LXIII (September,. 1973). 510-511.
2sehlossberg and Good:man, p. 267.
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independeat of the sex of the .respondents.•
5. Sex role expectations in children's perceptions of occupations
independent of the grade level of the respondents.
6. Sex role expectations in children' s perceptions of oecupafdena
are independent of the socio-economic level of the l:espondents.
Chi-square was chosen as the appropriate statistic for determin-
ing independence in testing for significance in hypotheses 1-6 because
of its additive property and usefulness with discrete data in the form
of frequencies. A Chi-square significant at the p = .05 level was con-
sidered adequate to rejeot a null hypothesis. The computational formula
1for Chi-square is a.s folloW'Ss
Ohapter 4
FINDINGS
Interviews with 120 children enrolled in. preschool, second grade,
and fifth grade were held to detemine whether children held sex role
expectations in their vocational aspirations and in their perceptions of
thirty occupations presented via a slide-tape series.
'!'be first questions of the study investigated whether the number
(varlety) of occupations named by children differed on the variables of
sex, grade level, and socio-economic level of the respondents.
Occupations named as first-ehoice vocational aspira.tlons by sixty
boys are shown in a frequency distribution in Table 1. Boys named a
total of 29 different occupations. Three preschool boys answered "I don't
know" to the question about vocational aspirations. Table 2 shows a com....
parison of the boys' choices by grade level and economic level. The
number of different occupations naaed as aspirations increased from 8 at
the preschool level to 12 at grade two and 1,5 at grade five. :na.ta from
Table 2 do not reveal any definitive trends in the numbers of occupations
named 'by children of the two eocte-econosdc levels.
Table J shows the frequency distrlbutlon of occupations Mmed as
first""'Choiee vocational aspirations by sixty girls. Girls named a total
of 25 different oceupations with the breakdown by grade level and soc:1o-
eeonomic level i:nd1cated in Table 4. seven girls gave "I don' t know" as
a response. Preschool girls named 9 different oceupatdons as first-choice
aspirations, second graders l'ldlsd 10 occupations, and fifth graders named
12 occupations.
Ta.ble 1
Frequency Distribution of Boys' First-choice Occupations Named As Vocational
Aspirations By Grade Level and Socio-Economic Level
Classification Preschool Grade 2 Grade .5 Total
into Male, Fe- SUbjects
Occupation male or Neutral Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Choosing
I. Truck Dr1ver M 1 2 1 1 1 6
2. Policeman 1-1 4 1 1 :3 9
) .. Fireman M 1 3 :3 7
4. Doctor M 1 1 2
5. Train Engineer M 1 1
6. Football Player M 1 1
7.. Run Doughnut Shop N 1 1
8.. John Deere Worker M 1 1 2 4
9. Race Car Driver M 2 2
10. Cement Worker M 1 1
11.. Basketball Player M 1 1
12.. Welder M 1 2 :3
13. Electricia.n M 1 1
14.. Gas Station Attendent M 1 1
15. Store Ma.nager M 1 1
16.. Rancher 1M 1 1
17. Mechanic 1M 1 1
18. Scientist N 1 1
~
\0
Table 1 (Continued)
Classification Preschool Grade 2 Grade .5 Total
into Male, Fe- Subjeets
Occupation male or Neutral Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Choosing
19. Grocery Carry Out M 1 1
20. Lawyer M 1 1 2
21. Pha:r:u.cist M 1 1
22. Bowling Alle.y Manager M 1 1
23. Pilot M 2 2
24. Baby Sitter F 1 1
25. Farmer M 1 1
26. Preacher Jot 1 1
27. Marine Biologist N 1 1
28. Detective M 1 1
29. Motor Cycle Ra.cer M 1 1
Don't Know - 3 :3
Totals 10 10 10 10 10 10 60
s
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Table 2
Number of Different Occupa:t1ons Named As
First-Choice .Aspirations By Boys
::
Socio-EconomicLevel
:
Grade Level
Preschool
Grade 2
Grade .5
Totals
Upper !ewer '*Total Don't Know
4 7 8 3
9 6 12 0
8 9
..1.5.- 0
29 3
'*Totals reflect overlap in :responses made by' respondents at the
two soclo-economic levels.
Table .5 shows the com:parlson of :responses by boys and girls at the
two soclo--economic levels. The JO girls from upper socio"'economio level
sohools named 16 different occupations, while the 30 girls from lower
sooio-eoonomic level schools named 1:3 different oocupations. This compaNd
wi th 18 different ocoupations that were named as first-ehoioe aspirations
by the 30 boys at eaoh of the two socia-economic levels. While the trend
is not a large ()ne.~ boys at both socio-economic levels :named a greater
number of ocoupations. as aspirations than did girls.
With bOys of the two levels nominating equal numbers (18) of
oeeupations as aspirations. girls from the upper socio-economio level
nominating 16, a.nd girls frOm the lo'ker socio-eoonomio level naming 13,
any trends indicated by this studY on the variable of soolo-=eoonomo
level seem to be small and applioable to girls only ..
Table 3
Frequency Distribution of Girls' F1rst-Qhoice Occupations Named As Vocational
Aspirations By Grade Level and Socio-Economic Level
Classification Preschool Grade 2 Grade .5 Total
into Male, Fe- Subjects
Occupation male or Neutral Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Choosing
1. Nurse F 2 2 5 2 1 2 14
2. Bal.lerina Ii' 1 1
3. Bike Rider N 1. 1.
4. Letter Writer N 1. l.
5. Mother Ii' 2 1 J
6. Truck Driver M 1. 1.
'7.. Horse Trainer M 1. 2 1. 4
8. Cowgirl Ii' 1 1.
9.. Wonderwoman Ii' 1. 1.
10. Dairy Store Worker N 1. 1.
11. Artist N 2 2
12 .. Deputy of the Court N 1. 1.
13. Veternarian M 1. 1. J .5
14. Teacher F 2 1 1 4
r;g
Table J (Continued)
Classifica.tion Preschool Grade 2 Grade 5 Total
into Male. Fe- SUbjects
Occupation male or Neutral Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Choosing
IS .. Maid F 1 1
16" Storekeeper N 1 1
I?" Housewife F 1 1
18" Interior Designer N 1 1
19. Airline Stewardess F 2 2
20" Lawyer M 2 2
21" Beautician F 1 1
22 .. Secretary F 1 1
23 .. Gymnist N 1 1
24" Orthodontist 'PI! 1 1
25. Doctor M 1 1
Don't Know - 3 :3 1 7
Totals 10 10 10 10 10 10 60
~
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Table 4
Number of Different OccuPations Named As
First-Choice Aspirations By Girls
Grade Level
Socio-EconomicLevel
Upper lower '*Total Don't Know
Preschool
Grade 2
Grade 5
Total
5
5
8
6
?
6
9
10
.JL
25
6
o
1
?
'*Totals reflect· overlap in responses made by respondents at the
two socio-economic levels.
Table 5
Comparisons of the Numbers of Different Occupations
Named As First-choice Aspirat.ions By Children
Attending Two Socio-Economic Level SChools
Socio-Economic LevelSex of
Respondents
Girls
Boys
Upper
16
18
lower
I)
18
Total Number of -If
Occupations Named
25
29
4-Totals reflect overlap in responses made by respondents at the
two socio-economic levels.
Children were also given an opportunity to give a second choice
to the question about what they would like to be when they grow up. Boys ~
second choices are listed on a frequency distribution in Table 6. The
boys named a total of 20 occupat.ions, with 23 responding, "~I don't know. ,.
Table 6
Frequency Distribution of Boys' Second-Choice Occupations Named As Vocational
Aspirations By Grade Level and Socio-Economic Level
Classification Preschool Grade 2 Grade 5 Total
into Male t Fe- Subjects
Occupation male or Neutral Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Choosing
1. Tractor Shovel
Operator M 1 1
2 •. Policeman M 1 2 2 1 6
3. Servlce--Army, Navy
or Marine Jot 1 2 :3
4.. What My Dad Is fit 1 1
,.. Cartoonist N 1 1
6.. Truck Dr1ver fit 3 1 1 ,
?.. Football Player M 1 1 1 3
8.. Electrician Jot 1 1
9.. Pilot "M 1 1 2
10 .. Garbage Collector 1"1 1 1
11" Fireman M 1 1
12$ John Deere Worker M 1 1 1 1 4 s
Table 6 (Continued)
Classification Preschool Grade 2 Grade 5 Total
into Male, Fe- SUbjects
Occupation male or Neutral Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Choosing
13. Construction Worker M 1 1
14. Coach M 1 1
15. Engineer M 1 1
16. Race Car Driver M 1 1
17. Carpenter M 1 1
18. Detective M 1 1
19. Utilities Worker M 1 1
20. Computer Worker N 1 1
Don't Know
-
6 7 1 3 4 2 23
Totals 10 10 10 10 10 10 60
CXl
0'\
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Table 7 indicates the breakdown b,rgra·de 1·evel d b 1~ an Y' soc o-economic
level. A total of 5 different occupations were named as second-choice
aspirations by the Preschoolers, 9 by second graders, and 12 by fifth
graders.
Table 7
Number of Different Occupations Named As
Second-choice Aspirations By Boys
Socio-Economic Level
Grade Level Upper Lower '*Total Don't Know
Preschool 4 2 5 1)
Grade 2 6 7 9 4
Grade 5 6 7 12
-.L
Total 20 2)
'*Totals reflect overlap in responses made by respondents at the
two socio-eoonomic levels.
Table 8 summarizes the girls' second-choice oocupations named as
aspirations. The sixty girls named a total of 15 different oecupatdone,
twenty-six girls gave "I don't know" as a. response. Table 9 shows that
preschool girls named 5 different. occ.upat1ons as second-choice aspirations,
second graders named ." and fifth graders named 9.
Table 10 shows the oomparisons in the total numbers of occupations
named as second-ohoioe aspirations by children attending the two socio'"
economio level schools. Girls from upper socia-economic level scbools
Darned 10 occupations to 8 by the girls from lower socio""'6cononUc level
schools. Boys at the upper level schools named 12 occupations, while boys
Table 8
Frequency Distribution of Girls' Second-ehoice Occupations Named As Vocational
Aspirations .By Grade Level and Socio-kononc Level
Classification Preschool Grade 2 Grade .5 Total
into Male t Fe- Subjects
OccuPation male or Neutral Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Choosing
1. Pom-Pom. Girl F 1 1
2. sew Things F 1 1
). Teacher F 1 3 1 4 2 II
4. Ballerina F 1 1
5. Cook F 1 1 1 3
6. Nurse F 2 2 1 .5
? Telephone Operator F 1 1
8. Horse Rider M 1 1
9. Doctor M 1 1
10. secretary F 1 2 1 4
11. Interior Designer N 1 1
12. Musician N 1 1
13. Stewardess F 1 1
14. Lion Tamer M 1 1
15. Ticket Taker N 1 1
Don't Know
-
8 '7 2 .5 1 J 26
Totals 10 10 10 10 10 10 60 ~
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at the lower level schools named 14. The difference of only 2 by both
sexes is probably too small to suggest a trend on the variable of eoeae-
eoonomic level.
Ta.ble 9
Number of Different Oooupations NaJIled As
Seoond-Choice Aspirations By Girls
Socio-Economic Level
=: ;
=
Grade Level Upper Lower *Total Don't Know
Preschool 2 :3 .5 1.5
Grade 2
.5 4 7 7
Grade
.5 .5 6
-L --!L
Total 1.5 26
*Totals refleot overlap in responses made by respondents at the
two soolo-eoonomic levels.
Table 10
Compa.rlsons of the Numbers of Different OccuPations
Named As Second-Choice Aspirations By Children
Attending Two Socia-Economic Level Schools
Socio-Economic LevelSex of
Respondents
Carls
Boys
Upper
10
12
Lower
8
14
Total Number of if
Occupations Named
15
20
*rotals reflect overlap in responses by respondents from the two
socio-economio levels.
The reported findings ean be used to answer the first three
questions posed for the study. Boys and girls were found to differ in
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the number (variety) of occupations named as aspirations. , with boys nam.lng
a greater number of different occupat.tons in. both first and secondcholces.
The second question dealt withdlfferences in occupations stated
as aspirations on the variable of grade level of respondents. For both
boys and for girls the trend was for the number of occupations named as
aspirations to increase with the age level of the children.
Findings did not indicate any major trends in differences on the
variable of socio-economic level of respondents, which was the variable
considered by the third question of the study.
The first choices that children named as vocational aspirations
were further analyzed in tems of sex-typing. Chi-square was used to
test for independence of the variables of sex, grade level, and socio-
economic level of respondents on sex-typing of occupations named as
aspirations.
Occupations named as aspirations were classified into categories
of traditionally male, traditionally female, and neutrals The classifica-
tions concurred with the ratings made by the raters when occupations were
categorized for the slide series. The occupational classifications are
included in the frequency distributions reported in Tables I and 3.
The first null hypothesis of the study was as follows t sex-typing
of children's vocational aspirations is independent of the sex of the
respondents. Table 11 reports the Chi-square contingency table which
indicates X 2 ... 54.42, p <.001. Boys chose traditional male occupations
as aspirations almost exclusively. Only 1 boy named a traditionally fe-
male occupation, and only J named occupations classified as neutrals Half
the girls named traditional female occupations, but girls also named 14
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trad1tiona! male oocupatio 1.._
·ns as clluices and 9 occupations. classified as
neutral. Based on these findi1"l"'s the nul··1 h th·
."0' .. .ypo. esls Was rejected.
Table II
Contingency Table ShoWing Relationship of Sex-Typing in
First-Choice Aspirations and Sex of Respondents
;: :=
Selections by SexSex-Typed
Classification
Of Occupation Boys Girls
Male
Female
Neutral
Don't Know
53 14
I 30
3 9
3 7
1'1 ... 60 N=60
X.2 ~ )4.. 42, p < .001
Table 12 indicates that there is no significant relationship
between grade level and sex-typing in named aspirations. The null
hypothesis that sex-typing of children t s vocational aspirations is
independent of the grade level of the respondents was retained. The
differences between responses of children at different grade levels were
not significant <X2 ... 1.39. p < .ao),
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Table 12
Contingency Table ShOWing Relationship of S
Choice Aspirations and Grade Level o~x;=:e~~F1rst-
Selections by Grade LevelSex-Typed
Classification
Of Occupation Preschool Grade 2 Grade 5
Male
Female
Neutml
18 24 25
11 11 10
2 5 4
N .. )1* N .. 40
X2 .. 1.39, p < .80
N:= 39*
*Totals do not equal 40 because of "don't know" responses.
The third hypothesis was that sex-typing of children's vocational
aspiratloM is independent of the socio-econollic level of the respondents"
Table 13 indicates that the hypothesis was retained. More lower so010-
economic level respondents did choose traditional Mle occupations as
cholcee. However, differences were not significant, as indicated tJ,. the
fi1'ldlngs (X2 ... 4.64, p < .20).
Res}:lOn&es to the thirty slide-tape presentation questions, "Who
and sccio-economic level of the respondellts to test the final three null
hYPOtheses. The nwaber of tlaes each child responded With man. woma.n,
both, and don't know was calculated. Then the responses could be added
to test the hypotheses.
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Table 13
Contingency Table Showing Relationshi
Choice Aspiratio1'1S and. SOe1o-Econo-t0;._Sex1.·-Tyr··p:tng in Flrst-~~ ~ve 0 Respondents
Soclo-Econom:1cLevelSex-TypedClassification
Of Occupation Upper Lower
Male
Female
Neutral
Don't Know
29 38
16 15
9 :3
6 4
N• 60 1·60
X2 ... 4..64, p < .. 20
Table 14 is the contingency table used to test the null hypothe-
sis that sex role expectations in children's perceptions of occupa.tlou
are independent of the sex of the respondents.
Findings reject the null hypothesis at the .01 level of signifi-
cance (X2 ... l2.62), indicating that there i.s a. relationship between sex
role expectations in perceptions of occupations and the sex of the re-
spendefits.. A grea.ter number of girls than boys chose Ifwoman" as a. choics
for who could dO the work 1n the occupations depicted, while a greater
number of boys thaD girls chose Ifman" as Bomeone who could do that WONe
Both boys and girls chose "1u.nt l 1101"8 frequently than even the girls
chose "wou.n." BoY8 chose "neutral ft liON frequently than did girls for
the occupations shown. Six more girls than boys responded with "don' t
know. t, Results indicate that a majority of 'both boys and girls perceived
the thirty occupations as neutral places where both ·a man and a Woman
could work. When occupations were not considered as places where both
a man and a. woman could work. the occupations were more often perceived
as for men. as indicated by the data that "man" was chosen 955 times
compared with the response of t"woman" made 1'31 times.
Table 14
ContiDgel1cy Table Shoring RelatiollShip of Sex Role
Perceptions of JO OCcupations and
Sex of Respondents
Sex of Respondents
Total Choices of
Who Could 1)0 the
Vork in 30 Occupa-
tions Boys Girls
VOJl&1'l
Both
Don't KnOW
334 403
.506 449
956 938
4 10
N .. 1800 N "" 1800
)(2 _ 12.62. P <::.01
The null hypothesis that sex role expectations in perceptions of
rad 1...1 of the respondents was also
occupation is independent of the g e
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rejected by the findings of this study.'!'a.ble 15 indicates the rela-
tionship of the choices made by children at the three grade levels
<X2 .... l46 .. 52,p < .001).
Table 15
Contingency Table ShOWing Relationship of Sex Role
Perceptions of 300CCu.pations and
Grade Level of Respondents
Grade Level of Respondents
Total Choices of
Who Could Do the
Work in )0 Occupa-
tions Preschool Grade 2 Grade .5
Woman
Both
307 211 213
410 320 225
470 663 761
N• 1187* N = 1200
X2 "" 146.52, P < .. 001
N= 1199*
*Totals for the three grade levels do not total 1200 each because
of "don' t knowu ras];lOnses of 13 preschoolers and 1 fifth grader. These
were dropped trom the table.
Results indicate that as age level increased, choices became less
sex-typed, and eceupations were more likely to be viewed as places where
both a woman and a. man could work. Preschool children chose "woman" and
"man" more frequently as responses than respondents at the other two
grade levels. With increasing grade level, children chose "both
Ol
with
greater frequency.. A majority of the responses did favor "both" (1894) 0
with •'man" receiving a total of' 955 :responses and "womantl ?37 responses.
'lbe last null hy'pothesis. of the stUdy was that sex role expecta-
tions in children' s perceptions of' occupations are independent of'the
socio-economic level of the respondents. Table 16 indicates that the
differences on the variable of socio-econollli.c level are significant
(X2 .. 9.)6, p < .OS). thus rejecting the null hypothesis.
Table 16
Contingency Table Showing Relationship of Sex Role
Perceptions of 30 Occupations and Socio'"
EconoJllic Level of Respondents
Soeio-Eeonomie Level
Total Choices of
Who Could Do the
Vork in 30 OCeupa-
tions Upper Lower
Both
Dcm't Know
339 398
467 488
98; 909
9 ;
N ... 1800 N "" 1800
f ·hildren attending the lower sooio-economioA greater nUJll'ber o· e
tt ... ..11'11'I"'. uppe···r so010-eoon01l1io level schoolslevel schools than children a enu..'O
nses . indicating greater sex-typing 1nchose "un" and "woman" as respo •
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sex role perceptions ofoccupatlons. A greater number of upper level
children chose "both" as a response, but "bothttwas chosen by a majority
of children at each of the twosocio-econOmic levels.
SUMMARY OF FINDIlCS
The first three questions of the study compared the number
(variety) of occupations named as aspirations on the variables of sex~
grade level, and socio-economic status of respondents. Findings were
reported on frequency distributions for boys and for girls. While
differences were not large, the number (variety) of occupations named
by children as aspirations did differ on the variables of sex and grade
levels. Boys :named a greater number of occupg,tions than girls in both
first and second choices. As grade level increased, the number of first
and second-choice occupations named as aspirations also increased.
Findings did not reveal differences on the variable of sooio'"
economic level for boys and only small variations for girls.
Further analysis of the stated aspirations of children rejected
the first null hypothesis of the study_..tna.t sex-typing of ehild.ren' s
vocatlo:nal aspirations is independent of the sex of the respondenuh
Boys chose a higher nUl:lber of sex-typed occupations, excluded women
from occupations more than girls did, and chose fewer "neutral" occupa-
tions as aspirations. Girls' choices also reflected. sex-typing but to
a seemingly lesser degree.
Findings did not show significant differences on the variables
of grade level and socio-economic level. Therefore, the two null
hypotheses postulating independence of these variables in sex-typing
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of ohildren's vooational aspirations were retained.
Analysis of the r8spon.ses to the slide-tape series of thirty
oooupational settingsrejeoted the null hypotheses that sex role ex'"
peotations in ohildren's perceptions of oooupations were independent
of the variables of sex, grade level, and sooio-eoonomio level. It
majority of both sexes chose "both" as being able to do the work in
the ooeupa.tion.s, but "man" was chosea more frequently than "woman" as
someone who could do the work in the occupations shown. With increasing
age, a greater number of children seleoted "both" as a. choice, revealing
less sex-typing in expects.tiona of who could. do the work. Children
attending the lower socio-economic level schools revealed more sex:-
typing in pereeptio1U3 of occupations than their upper socio-8conol11o
level oounterparts.
Chapter .5
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Problem
The purpose of this study was to determine whether children held
sex role expectations in their stated vocational aspirations and in their
perceptions of occupations. In addition, the differences in responses
between boys and girls; between preschool, lower elementa..ry, and upper
elementary school children I and between children attending schools in
two neighborhoods--one Predominantly lower to lower-middle class, the
other middle to upper-middle class--were calculated and analyzed.
Discussion
Sex-typing in vocational aspirations of young children was
indicated in both the number (variety) of occupations named as aspira-
tions by boys and girls in the study as well as in the way these oceupa-
tions conformed to traditional sex roles. However, comparisons of the
findings of this study with previous findings suggest that a lessening
in sex-typing of aspirations may be occurring.
Studies by Looft,l Hewltt. 2 Hahn,J and Swick and Garlton4 all
\r. R. 100ft, "Sex Differences in the Expression of Vocational
Aspirations by Elementary School Children," DevelOPmental Psychology,
V (1971). 366.
2Lynn Stewart Hewitt, "Age and Sex Differences in the Vocational
Aspirations of Elementary School Children,. If Journal oiSocial Ps,ycho1ogy:~
XCVI (1975), 175.
3Carol Hahn, "The Me I Want to Be, Students t Aspira.tions in the
Seventies." SoCial 1!l<luca;tion. XXXVIII (April, 1974), 341.
4Kevln J. Swick and Mary Ellen Carlton, "An Examination of
Occupational Interests of Kindergarten Children I Implications for
CurriculUDl Development," Reading ImProvement. XI (Spring. 1974), 59-60.
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reported that 'boys nominated a greater number of ocoupations as aspira-
tions than girls did. Findings of the present study show that the sixty
boys named 29 different occupations with pol1Qeman (9) t fireman (7),
truckdriver (6), and John Deere Worker (4) aslllOSt POPUlar choices. The
sixty girls named 25 different occupations with IIlOst frequently named
first-choice aspirations being nurse (14), veternarian (5), horse trainer
(4), teacher (4), and mother (3).
Children named a wide diversity of OQQupations as aspirations,
indicative of the awareness and accommodation stages of career develop""
mente The number of different oecupatdona named by children at each
grade level increased with each higher grade level. With increasing age,
both boys and girls perceived their job perspectives as broadening. This
is a contrasting finding to that of Hewitt, who found that girls chose
1
only a few vocational alternatives, primarily nursing and teaching.
Including preschool children in the sample allowed comparison
with other studies of kindergarten and lower elementary children. The
40 preschool boys named 8 occupations as aspirations, while the 40 girls
named 9. Swick and Carlton reported 24 kindergarten boys nominated 16
ocoupations, and 24 kindergarten girls named 9. 100ft· s study reported
first and second-grade boys named 18, girls 8. Comparisons suggest that
the dispa.nty between number of different occupations named by boys and
girls oocurs sometime between preschool and kindergarten or first grade"
Preschool boys' choices centered around community workers. who are
readily observable as role models. Girls' choices also reflected
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observable role modele (nurse, mother), as well as fantasy models
(ballerina, \I1onderwoman, cowgirl).
Neither the lower nor upper-elementary children (grades two and
five) in the present study named as many different occupations as aa.pira-
tiona as other studies have reported. No important differences were
found in the number of different occupations named as aspirations by
children of the middle to upper-middle class compared with child:ren of
the lower to lower-middle class. Boys in each of the two classes
nominated 18 occupations, while upper to upper-lI1ddle class girls
named 16 and lower to lower-middle class girls, 1).
Second choices of occupational aspirations revealed that nearly
half of both boys and girls responded "I don t t know." While this might
have been expected at the preschool level, the fact that 10 fifth graders
alao made this choice might indicate that children may not be aware of a
number of vocational choices. Aspirations appear to be fairly well
crystallized into one choice. Boys named a total of 20 different occupa-
tions as second choices, with policeman (6), truck driver (5), and John
Deere Worker (4) as popular choices. Girls named 15 second-ohoice occupa-
tional aspirations with teacher (11). nurse (5), and secretar,y (4) most
frequently chosen.
A significant relationship was found between sex-typing of first-
choice ocoupational aspirations and the sex of the respondents. Of 60
boys, 5) chose "trad1tlonal male" ocOUpatiODS, :3 "neutral·· ceeupatdoaa ,
and only 1 a "fewe" occupation. 'Ibis compares to the 60 girls' choices
of 30 "female," 14 "'male," and 9 "neutral.. oocupations. These findings
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support Schlossberg and Goodman'sl conclusion that children chose jobs
for themselves that fall within the usual stereotypes. However, girls
exclUded themselves from "men's" jobs to a lesser degree than boys
excluded themselves from "women's" jobs.
No significant differences in sex-typing of' aspirations were
found on the variables of grade level and socio-economic status of the
respon.dents.
The second part of the study investigated sex role expectations
in children's perceptions of occupations. Significant differences were
found on the variables of sex, grade level and soeio-economic status of
respondents. APproximately half of the responses to the thirty eeeupa-
tions depicted in the slide-tape series indicated that occupations were
seen as places where both a man and a woman could work. The results did
indicate. however, that both boys and girls were more ready to exclude
women from jobs than to exclude men from jobs. Girls. more than boys.
did perceive women as being able to do the work in the occupations"
These findings concur With those of Schlossberg and Goodman, 2 who also
reported no appreciable increase in stereotyping from kinde:rgarten to
sixth grade.
In contrast, the present study found a decrease in the degree of
stereotyping as the grade level of the respondents increased. A greater
number of fifth-grade students, as compared to second graders and pra-
lNanCy Schlossberg and Jane Good.man., rrA Woman r s Place I
Sex Stereotyping of Occupations, rr Vocational Guidance Quarterly,
(1972), 269.
2 6Schlossberg and Goodman. p. 28.
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schoolers, saw both a 1lla.n and a woman as beibg able to perform the work
of the occllPations, although ":man" was selected more frequently than
Schlossberg and Goodman reported that sixth graders at model c1ty
schools stereotyped more than those at middle income schools.1 Support
for this conclusion can be made on the basis of this study. Children
attending middle to upper-middle class soh001s showed less sex-typing
in their percepti.ons of occupations than children attending lower to
lower-middle class schools.
Conclusions
Conclusions that can be drawn froll the study can be sWl:llarized
as follows.
1. Children attending preschool, second grade, and fifth grade
classes have a w1de diversity of occupational aspirations. The number of
occupations named b.1 children differed on the variable of sex but not on
the variables of grade level and socio-economic level.,
2. Sinee preschool boys aDd girls I1a.I'Iled about the same number
of different occupations as aspirations and second and fifth-graae boys
named a greater number than did girls, it appears that the disparity
oecu.re sOBetiae betnel1 preschool and second grade.,
3. The high frequency of single choice aspiratioM may indicate
that choices are fairly well crystallized or that children may not be
aware of other vooational possibilities.
4. Boys reveal more sex-typing in their perceptions of OCCUpa'"
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tiona than do girls, though a major!ty of boys a.ndgirls perceive that
both a man and a. wom.an could do the work in occupa,.tions.•
5. Sex-typing in perceptions of occupations appears to decrease
with in.creaslng ages of children.
6. Children froll lower to lower""lldddle class level schools
appear to perceive more traditional sex role expectations than their
middle to upper-middle class counterparts in their perceptions of
occupations.
" • While children may perceive both a. I118.rl and a woman as workers
in an occuPation, they tend to choose jobs for themselves that fall with-
in the usual stereotypes. This discrepancy between general perceptions
and persoDa.1ized. choices seems especially characteristic of boys.
Implications and Recommendations
The findings of the study have implica.tions for pa:rettts and
teachers. of preschool aDd elementary school childrEul. Support was fo'!md
for the belief that preschool years can be considered a. bonafide stage
in vocational develoJlll8nt and. a.wareness. Parents and teachers of pre-
school child.ren should be su.re that yo1.mg children have exposure to many
occupations and role models, including workers in oon-traditional sex
roles. Children need to learn about occupations other than community
helpers. With increasing nWllbers of people working in technical jobs
in la.:rge industries, especially in the area. where the sample was drawn.
chl1d.ren may know where their parents work but still have little under-
standing about what work the jobs entail. In line 1dth labor trends.
children need to be encouraged to look at other than traditloMlly sex-
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typed occupations. This may be especially true for 'boys, Who demonstrated
even greater sex-typirJg in aspirations and perceptions of occupations than
girls.
Career education may be having an influence on the reduction of
sex role expectations in perceptions of occupations. The results of the
study might reflect the effects of a cogmtive career education ~mm.
'nle older children in the sample were less sex-typed in their responses.
Children from lower socio-economic levels especially need exposure to non-
traditional sex role models and opportunities. Counselors and teachers
should continue to provide opportunities for children to learn about a
wide variety of vocational opportunities in an environment Where rapid
oha.nges are occurring in the world of work. Besides enoouraging percep-
tions ot occupations asooing open to both men and women, teachers,
oounselors. and parents should help children personalize these non-
stereotypic attitUdes so that personal vocational aspirations reflect
less sex-typing. Research should investigate the etfeets of career
education on sex-typing of occupations.
Career education experiences should extend to yotmg children and
their Parents. Pa:.rents could be helped to realize the 1m:portanee of
enoouraging children to view occupations and the world of work as provid-
ing opporttm1ties for both men and women to make meaningful contributions
when they are not limited by sex role stereotY'})es.
Findings of the study suggest areaB for further research. Rept! ""
cation of the study with other samples of children and with ohildren of
different grade levels and socio-economic backgrounds would add to the
knOWledge about sex-typing in vooational aspirations and perceptions of
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occupations. Occupations other than the thirty represented in this study
should be included in future investigations of sex-typil'lg. This stud)"
used a slide-tape series to assess perceptions. Altern.ative means might
be devised to assess sex-typing of roles and occupations, especially
with preschool children, whose attention span is limited, requir1Dg a
one-to-one relationship in interviews.
Developmental trends could be studied with longitudinal data,
stadying children frOIl preschool years until they reach ad.ulthood.
Further research with preschool and elementary children could clarify
the question about when sex-typing of aspirations and perceptions of
occupations seell to crystallize. Data measuring sex-typing in attitudes
before and after efforts to combat sexism should be collected about
young children, including preschoolers.
Children need more exposure to the world of work. Teachers.
parents, and employers should be seDSitized to realize the 1mporta:nce
of introducing children to non-stereotypic role III.Odels and vocational
opportunities at a very young age. Inquiries into the vocational dewlap-
ment of children and adults should not neglect the aspect of sex role
expectations.•
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Mrs. Mary Fra.nken, an a.ssistant professor of home economics a.t
UN!. is completing her doctoral program at Drake Un!versity in Counsel~
ing and Personnel Services. She has asked the eooperatdon of several
edueational facilities in our community in granting her permission to
interview young children to learn about how they perceive. the world of
work. She has explained the nature of her research to us, and we are
pleased to be inoluded in the statistical SUlple. During the la.st part
of April she and a ·co-interviever viII hold twenty-minute interviews.
using a slide series t wi ih sOlie of the children from our school.
APPENDIX :B
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INTERVIEW PROCEDURE
"Hi: My name is .,-__~_~__."
''What's your name?" {Check to m.ak?~ sure it is on recording sheet.)
"How old are you,
"Do you know Why I have asked you to come here today? (If child appea.rs
anxious,. continue ice breaking, reflect on child's feelings" When at
ease, proceed.)
"I asked you to come to visit with me today because I would like you to
help me. I think your teacher told you that and I
are here to talk with some children to learn about some of their ideas
about jobs and work that grown-ups do"
"You probably have thought about the work or job you would like to do
someday. What do you want to be when you grow up?" (Write down.)
'fJiave you another idea about what you might want to do?" (Write down,,)
"Today I would like to show you some pictures of places where people work.
A voice on a tape will tell you about the work that would be done by
a person who might work in the picture. Some of these jobs have hard
names. But if you will listen to what the tape tells you about the
job, I think you will understand what a person on that job would do.
The tape will ask you a question after telling you about the job. It
will ask you who could do the work of that job--a man, a woman, or
both a woman and a man?"
"Let's look at a picture and see what to do. This is a picture of a
place where a ticket taker might work. As you look at the picture,
think about who you think could do the work the tape tells you about.
Let's listen••• ff (Turn on tape.)
"Ticket Taker. A ticket taker is a person who would
take your ticket when you went into a game or a
circus or a movie. Who could do the job of a ticket
taker--a woman, a JM,n, or both a woman and a man?"
"There aren't any right or wrong answers--I only want to know who you
think could do the work in that job. If you think only a woman could
do that work, you would say •woman. ' If you think only a man could
do that work, you would say •man. ' If you think both a. woman and .8
lIla.n could do the work of a ticket taker, you would say 'both.· Try
to decide if you think a man or a woman or both a man and a woman
eoul.d do the work that the picture and voice tell you about. But 1f
you can't decide, you can tell me that you don't know, and we'll go
on to the next picture. Do you have any questions?
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"Let t s listen to the tape again and thistim.e you can give me your
answer. '1 (Play taPe and child responds.)
liDo you have any questions before we go on to more pictures?" (Pause)
"Okay, let's go on," (Go through the 30 occupational slides with
accompanyi118 tape,. s"topping the tape while writing down child's
response to each descriPtion. Then say I
"That was the last picture. Thank you very much for your help,
Of
APPENDIX C
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DIRECTIONS ro JUICES CATmORIZIJC OCCUPATIONS
Thank you for agreeing to help me as I WOrk· on my dissertation
instrument. Sex roles are rapidly changing, and for my study I want to
investigate the degree to which children .s.ex-type ocoupations. Therefore,
I would like to categorize ocoupations into three categones--those con-
sidered traditionally for Men, those considered traditionally for women.
and those whioh are lIore neutral (less sex-typed).
I have selected sixty occupations from the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion's fifteen occupational clusters that preschool and elementary school
children could probably understand when shown a picture of the setting
with accompanying explanatory audio tape.
Please sort the sixty cards into the three catego:r1es-occupatioM
considered to be trad1tionally female, male, and neutral. You may select
an oocupation as neutral, not because equal number of wes and fe_les
have been employed in that occupation, but on the basis that both men
and women have likely been employed in that ocoupation or because the
oocupation is less strongly sex-typed.
Please sort the cards, which are in alphabetical order, into the
three oategortEuh When you have finaliBed your selections, please write
the numbers of the cards you put into each oategory on the enclosed re-
cording sheet. Then plaoe this sheet i.n the envelope and seal 1t so that
the respoBdents will be 81lonyaous.
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Table 17
Sixty Occupations fro. the U.S. Office of Education Clusters
Rated by 10 Judges into categories of Traditionally Male,
TraditionallyFeJllale, and lfeutral
:,~
1. Air Analyst
2. Air Traffic Control1er
3. Artist
4. Attorney
5. Bakery Worker
6. Bookkeeper
7. Bulldozer Operator
8. Camp Counselor
9. Carpenter
10. Carpet Installer
11. Cartoonist
12. Coach
13. Coaputer Programmer
14. Cosmoto1ogist
15. Dental Assistant
16. Dietician
17. Displa.y Personjwindow Dresser
18. Doctor
19. Elementary School Teaoher
20. Farm Owner/Maniager
21. nslting Boat Operator
22. Floral Arranger
23. Forester
24. Grocery Cashier
25. Hotel Mallager
26. Housekeeper
27. Interior Designer
28. Librarian
29. Maohine Tool Operator
)0. Mail Cattier
31. Meteorologist
32.. Motel Clerk
33. Nurse
34. Oceanographer
35. Organist
36. Parking Meter Attendant
37. Perforaer
)8. Pet Shop Owner
39. Physical Therapist
40. Pilot
41. Politician
42. Postal Clerk
43. Professional Athlete
44. Proofreader
45. Receptionist
46. Reservation Agent
47. Salesperson
48. Secretary
49. SeWing Machine Operator
50. Short Order Cook
51. Snow Remover
52. Social Worker
53. Telephone Operator
54. Televisioll Armouncer
55. Ticket Taker
56. Travel Agent
57. Tropical Flsh Dealer
58. Truck Driver
59. Upholsterer
60. Wedding Consultant
Table 18
Occupations Selected for the Study from the 15 U.S. Office of Education Career
Clusters wi th Proportion of Rater Agreement for Assignment to
Male, Female, or Neutral Category by 10 Raters
Career Cluster
1. Agribusiness-
Natural Resources
2. Communication
Media
J. Construction
4. Consumer-
Homemaker
5. Environment
6. Fine Arts-
Humanities
7. Health
8. Manufacturing
9. Marine Science
Traditionally Male
Occupations
Farmstead Owner-Manager
1.00
Mail Carrier
.90
Carpenter
1.00
Meteorologist
1.00
Doctor
.80
Machine Tool Operator
1.00
Fishing Boat Operator
1.00
Traditionally Female
Occupations
Floral Arranger
.80
Telephone Operator
1.00
Dietician
1.00
Librarian
.90
Nurse
1.00
Setdng Machine Operator
1.00
Neutral Occupations
Interior Designer
.70
Short Order Cook
.80
Camp Counselor
.90
Artist
.90
Tropical Fish Dealer k:
.80 ~
Table 18 (Continued)
Career Cluster
10. Marketing and
Distribution
11. Office
12. Personal Services
1;. Public Service
14. Recreation and
Hospitality
15. Transportation
Traditionally Male
OccuPlltions
Politician
.90
Coach
.80
Truck Driver
1.00
Traditionally Female
Occupations
Grocery Store Cashier
.~
Seoretary
1.00
Cosllotologist
1.00
Elementary Teacher
.90
Neutral OccuPlltions
Salesperson
.~
Computer Prograuer
.70
Pet Shop Manager
.70
Motel Clerk
.80
Travel Agent
1.00
~
\..n
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TAPE SCRIP!'
Sample Descri.ptlon to Accompany Sample Slide (recorded twice) t
Ticket Taker. A ticket taker is a person who would take your ticket
when youwen.t into a game or a circus or a movie. Who could do the
job of a ticket taker--a woman, a man, or both a woman and a man?
Descriptions to Accompany Slides 1-30,
1.
2.
6.
Artist. 'Ibis picture shows a drawing board where an artist could
work. An artIst could work in different ways, like drawing,
painting, or working with pictures in a magazine or book. Who
could do the work of an artist--a woman, a man, or both a woman
and a man?
Camp Counselor. A camp counselor helps children who go to summer
camp. A counselor sw1m.s and plays with campers and helps them
with any problems they have. A camp counselor works outdoors a
lot of the time. Who could do the work of a camp counselor-a
man, a woman, or both a man and a woman?
Carpenter. A carpenter uses tools like a Meer and a saw to put
up a building like the one you see in this picture.. A carpenter
does a lot of work with wood. and naUs. Who could do the work of
a carpenter--a man, a woman, or both a man and a woman?
Coach. A coach helps people who play sports and games. This
picture shows a locker room where players leave their clothes
when they are in the gym or outside. A coach may help one person
at a t1me or a team playa game better. Who could do the work of
a coach-a man, a woman, or both a man and a woman?
Computer Programmer. You may have heard people talk about computers.
Computers are special machines like the one you see here. A com-
puter programmer is a worker who 1s needed to plan the way informa-
tion is put into the computer so the numbers come out making sense.
Who could do the work of a computer programmer--a man, a woman, or
both a man. and a woman?
Cosmotologist. A cosmotologtst is also called a beauty operator
or hair dresser. Beauty operators work in a beauty shop. They
wash, cut, and comb hair, and give permanents. Who could do the
work of a cosmotologist or beauty operator--a woman, a man, or
both a woman and a man?
Dietician. A dietician is 8. person who knows the kinds of foods
that people need to eat to be healthy and strong. Dieticians plan
the kinds of food that cooks make for hot lunch or for people on
8.
10.
11.
12.
14.
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a special diet. A dietician has planned the food you see in this
picture. Who could do the work of a dietician--a woman a man
or both a woman and a man? • •
Doctor. A doctor takes care of people when they are sick or hurt.
A doctor also uses a stethescope and a thermometer When giving
check-ups to make sure people are in good health. Who could do
the work of a doctor--a man, a woman. or both a man and a woman?
Elementary Teacher. A school room is where an elementary teacher
helps boys and girls learn to read. wr1 te, do their numbers and
learn about people and the world they live in. Who could do the
work of an elementary teacher--a man, a woman, or both a man and
a woman?
~ Owner/Manae:er. A farm owner's job is to plan how to use
land and money and machinery so that they can grow crops and
raise animals. This gives people the food they buy in stores.
Who could do the work of a farm owner!ma.na.ger--a man. a woman.
or both a man and a woman?
Fishing Boat Operator. Fishing is another way people get food. A
person who runs a fish1.ng boat takes the ship or boat out to sea
and uses nets or traps to catch fish and lobsters to sell to stores
and restaurants. Who could do the work of a fishing boat operator
--8. man. a woman, or both a man and a woman?
Floral Arranger. A flower shop Is where a floral arranger works
to make pretty bouquets and corsages of flowers. People order
flowers to send people when they are sick and for weddings or
special times during the year. Who could do the work of a floral
arranger--a woman,. a man, or both a woman and a man?
Grocett Store Cashier. Using a cash register is the job of a
grocett store cashier. The cashier punches the amount each thing
costs, gives the right change to the customer, and sacks up the
groceries. Who could do the work of a grocery store Mshier--
a w01ll8.n, a man, or both a. womana.nd a man?
Interior Designer. This roOM shows pieces of carpet and material
that an interior designer would use when planning the colors and
fumi ture and curtains for the inside of a house or building.
Interior designers work with people to help them think about what
they like and need in the rooms where they live or work. Then
they find the furn! ture, carpet, and pictures that make the room
look nice. Who could do the work of an interior des1gner--a man.
a woman. or both a man and a lfoman?
Librarian. A librarian may work in a city library,. a school
Iibrary, or a special place like a law 11brary. Choosing books
and materials for the library and helping people find books and
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information they need are important work of a librarian. Who
could do the work of a 11brarian......a man, a woman, or both a man
and a woman?
16. Machine!Q.Q.! Operator. This picture shows a machine used by a
machine tool operator. Metal parts for engines and machines are
made on a lathe, a drill press, or a grinding machine. Who
could do the work of a machine tool operator--a woman, a man,
or both a woman and a man?
17. Mail Carrier. A mail carrier drives a small truck or walks a
certain route to deliver mail and pick up mail. Carriers first
sort the mail at the post office and then go on their way to
homes and business places. Who could do the work of a mail
carrier......a woman. a man, or both a woma.n and a man?
18. Meteorologist. A meteorologist uses instruments like the ones here
to stUdy the weather. The air, the wind, and how much water is In
the air are measured to help tell the kind of weather to expect.
Then the weather report Is given on the radio and television. Who
could do the work of a meteorologist or weather forecaster"'-a
woman. a man, or both a woman and a man?
19. Motel Clerk. A motel clerk's job Is to rent rooms to people when
they come to stay at a motel. A motel clerk makes reservations
for people who oa1l ahead to save them a. room. Then the lIliOtel
olerk checks them in and gives them. a key when they get there.
Who could do the work of a motel clerk"'-a man, a woman, or both
a man and a wom.an?
20. Nurse. This picture shows a. nursing desk at a hasp!tal. Nurses
also work in a doctor's office or even a school. A nurse follows
a doctor's orders by taking care of patients, giving them mediolnes
they need, and watching how they get along when they are siok. Who
oould do the work of a nurse--a woman, a man, or both a woman and
a man?
21. Pet Store &nager. Many kinds of animals are found in pet stores.
The manager of a pet store chooses the many kinds of animals and
pet supplies sold in the store. A manager may hire other workers
to take care of the pets and to sell the things in the store. Who
could do the work of a pet store manager--a woman, a man, or both
a woman and a. man?
22. Politiclan. A politician is a person who runs in an election to
work in the city or state or United States government. State
politicians work 1n the State Capitol Building. Here at the capitol
they write laws, vote on laws, make speeches, and get letters from
the people who voted for them. Who could do the work of a pollticia:n
--a woman. a :man, or both a woman and a man?
24.
26.
28.
1)0
Salesperson. A salesperson lllay work in a store selling clothes,
insurance, furniture , cars, or many other things. A salesworker
should try to be helpful to customers. Who could do the work of
a salesperson--a woun, a man, or both a woma.n and a man?
Secretary. Secretaries work in offices, and they type letters
and reports. They use office machines, keep papers filed, and
talk to the people who call or come into the office. 'Ibis
picture shows a secretary's desk, typew.riter, and places for
filing things. Who could do the work of a secretary--a man, a
woman, or both a man and a woman?
Sewing Machine Operator. A sewing machine operator uses a sewing
machine that is heavier and runs faster than a sewing machine
found in a home. Sewing machine operators sew clothes, curtains,
and many other things people buy in a store. Who could do the
work of a sewing machine operator--a lllan, a woman, or both a man
and a woman?
Short Order Coo.k. This is a large kitchen where a short order
cook makes sandwiches and meals that people order in a restaurant.
A cook makes the food so that it looks and tastes good. Who could
do the work of a short order cook--a WOIl8J1, a man, or both a WOll8Jl
and a man?
Telemone Operator. A telelbone operator works at a place like
you see here to help people With their telephone calls. The
operator my help a person make a call, find a number, or tell a
caller how much a call costs. Who could do the work of a telephone
operator--a lI8Jl, a woman, or both a man and a woman?
Travel Agent. A travel agent helps people learn about places to
visit and ways to get there. A travel agent ma1 help a person
plan a vacation or a trip and make the reservations for a plane
or train as well as for a place to stay. Who could do the work
of a travel agent--a woman, a man, or both a womn and a man?
Tropi.cal Fish Dealer. Tropical fish dealers raise and sell the
interesting tropical fish people buy for their aquariums.
Tropical fish dealers may have their business in their homes
or in special shops. They also sell fish food and tanks needed
to raise tropical fish. Who could do the work of a tropical fish
dealer--a mn, a woman, or both a man and a wOlllan?
Truok Dr!ver. Trucks carry many things allover. the country. A
truck driver is responsible for whatever is in the truck during
the trip to where it wlll be delivered. Whether the truck is a
large one or a smaller one, a truck driver must be a very good
driver. Who could do the work of a truck drlver--a woman, a man.
or both a woman and a man?
